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The age under the influence

Volume 101. Issue 72
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Severe weather
proves hazard
for drivers

inors study hard and increase creativity to elude alcohol laws

Tractor-trailer jackBy Freddy Hunt
Reporter

knifes due to snowy
conditions causing a
multiple car pileup on

Hilling the sauce comes with
a loss for underage students
living in the residence halls.
Students arc finding more
creative or desperate ways of
obtaining alcohol thai may
land llicin in hig trouble.
Recently, an underage student
mail ordered alcohol to his resi-

176 that closed the
highway for around
three hours | Page 6

Arnold accused
of microwaving
child to death

dential hall.
In a place where mostly all
(he residents are 18 to 20 years
old, experimentation is natural,
said Michael Ginsburg, assistant
dean of students,
last year alone there were 380
alcohol documentations in the
residence halls, (iinshurg said.
Hut unfortunately for this
Student all packages that arc
shipped by licensed dealers are

marked, and upon delivery the
person accepting the package
must provide legal identification
and a signature, according to BedEx representative Tori brown.
Fed-lix is nol held responsible
if the package does fall Into the
hands of a customer under the
legal age. Brown said.
"Correctly labeling thai the
package contains alcohol is
something the distributing com-

pany has to worry about," she
said. The)'are the ones thai can
be penalized."
Bryan Gomez, freshman, thinks
mail ordering alcohol is a stupid
way ot obtaining a drink.
"If you have to order alcohol
nil the Internet, you've probably
got a drinking problem," Gomez
said. "Mailing ii to a freshman
dorm where most everyone is
underage is even more stupid."

Ginsburg said students will
always try to see what they can
and can't gel away with, and
obtaining alcohol through the
mail is just nol a good idea.
Underage Students can
potentially face possession
charges by ordering booze in
the mail, he said,
"I would never encourage a stuSee ALCOHOL Page 2

Ohio mother charged
with murdering her

Musicians
prepare for
competition

month-old daughter
by putting her in the
microwave | Page 6

Should classes
have more
relaxed policies?

By Tim Sampson
Rt-i

Main eager, young musicians
arc nervously pacing the halls of
the Moore Musical Ails I eim i.
wailing for the chance to show
oil their well-honed skills.
Preliminary auditions continue today for the -tilth Annual
Competition in Musical
Performance in the College
of Musical Arts. Hie competition seeks out the best student
performed and composers to
appear in a free gala concert
scheduled for 7 p.m. tomorrow
in Kohacker I lall in the Musical
Alls Center.
"The competition is narrowed clown all week until
we're lell with the very hesi
performers from the graduate
and undergraduate level." said
Andrew Pelletier. the competition coordinator
Tomorrow nights perfor
mance will feature eight student musicians, lour each from
the graduate and undergraduate divisions,
Auditions were OJH'H to
all students in the College of
Musical Ans. Over 50 musicians went before the judges

Andrew Herman
debates the positives
and negatives of
strict attendance
rules | Page 4

Gymnasts hope
for the best
BG's team hopes for
good performances
as well as good health
this season | Page 9

Falcons in
the national
spotlight
Women's basketball
team receives
national recognition
for their winning

i

streak | Page 9

Arts Extravaganza
Reporter

If it's Friday night and all there is lo do is watch
another n'nin of lop I hef," il might be time to start
thinking about something different
Sophomore art student Kim Monnier usually
works on something for class in the studio before
starting her weekend.
"I would probably be in the studio handbuilding
with clay, and ideally, the point of this would hi' h i be
able to drink hot chocolate with my friends nut of one
of the mugs I made earlier this \ ear." she said.
Lucky for Kim. this l-riday night she can show ase
her work and appreciation for all forms of art in
the third annual Arts Fxtravaganza hosted by the
I Jnivcrsity's School of Art in the line Arts Onler.

ART EXHIBITIONS
MUSIC
DEMONSTRATIONS

George Gotich offers

SILENT ART AUCTION

determine the lineup for the
evening's concert.
Tomorrow night's audience
will then be invited lo vote for
their favorite performer and
accompanist in order to determine the awarding of cash
prizes, The top two performers
from each division will also be
invited to perfomi their piece,
in its entirety; at a concert in
the spring.
When selecting the linalisi
to appear in tomorrow's show
the judges look at the field of
competitors as a whole.
Were judging students
purely on the basis of the quality of the performance," said
Shannon hud. one of tile judges. "We're not selecting the best
violinist or the best pianist: it's
purely on an overall basis."
According to Ford, the corn-

By Stephanie Spencer

LIVE PERFORMANCES

BG residents
have a place to
play paintball
avid paintball fanatics
a safe location to

for a chance to compete In
tomorrow -morning's semi-final
round which will ultimate!)

ARTWORK FOR SALE

THE LIST GOES ON

play at Bull Creek
paintball | Page 7

ARTS

■2

Do you agree
with your classes'
fTI attendance policies?

See MUSIC | Page 2

ANDREW JONSON.
Freshman. Aviation

Chasing the elusive security deposit
By Cassandra Shofar

"No, you need to be
graded based on
academic
performance."
| Page 4

TODAY
Mostly Sunny
High: 27. Low: 21

TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 38. Low: 29

k

Reporter

Whether it's that students don't
want the wool pulled over their
eyes or landlords just want to
cover their behinds, both continue
to have very different views on
security deposits.
Since January 2005, there have
been 141awsuits concerning security deposits, five of which involve
Copper Beech Townhouses.
according to Bowling Green civil
case court records.
However, Rodney Fleming,
managing attorney of Student
l£gal Services, said this could be
due to the feet that Copper Beech
is new to Bowling Green and some
of their policies may clash with

"We have disputes and disagreements
with many landlords about security
deposit deductions."
Rodney Fleming | Managing Attorney of Student Legal Services

Ohio policies.
"We have disputes and disagreements with many landlords
about security deposit deductions," Fleming said. "A lot of those
have gone to trial, so we sort of
have an understanding with the
landlords about the law ... new
landlords haven't had those experiences landl Copper Beech is new
and probably not as familiar with
landlord/tenant law as I would like

them to be."
Fleming said there is a sort of
"learning curve" that landlords go
through and Copper Beech is at
the beginning of that curve.
In addition, some students do
not always read the fine print
of their leases thoroughly and
when they move it, they are in
for a surprise.
See TENANTS |Pa<)e 2

Toledo Bishop focuses on
student faith during finals
By Nathan Robson
Reporter

Ibledo's Bishop, Leonard Hlair
will lead students iii the Advent
Ballroom Mass this weekend as
students prepare for finals week.
The mass begins at 7:30 p.m.
and will end around 9:30 p.m.
this Sunday and focuses on
University students.
Blair has been Toledo's Bishop
since 2003 and has always
shown interest in students and
their faith.
"He is very dedicated to students," said lauren Proshek. who
works for the Campus Catholic
Missionary at die University. "I le

is always trying to serve them
and their needs, and focus on the
relationship between students
and Christ."
lason Blahnik. Catholic minister, said the students arc the
reason that the Ballroom Mass
has become an annual event for
nearly 30 years.
"Since the Students won't be
here for Christmas, it's our celebration for them," he said.
The celebration is part of a
series of Advent services during the four weeks leading to
Chrisunas. Proshek said the services are conducted ail over the
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TENANTS

WEDNESDAY
10:01 a.m.
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Fron

-:

"Disputes like these come up
a loi because sometimes you
gel tenants who fee) they're not
responsible for any damage's
done to the apartment," said
Beejan Savabi, director ol sales
at Copper Beech. "What we do is
have everything documented...
it makes us have a reason for
everything we [charge]."
There are usually two main
issues with security deposit disputes, I lemingsaid.
Thai they're withholding
money for damages thai are nol
the tenants responsibility or if il
is the tenants responsibility, the
amount they're withholding is

vehicle in a South I■'
parking ll
unlocked and tl
valued at $80.
2:S7 ».m.

•? reported d.r
South Mam Si
6:14 p.m.
■

assault) ■■:
School. She was taken to
THURSDAY
2:25 a.m.
Vehicle reported t<i> ■
East Wooster Street parl

man let' I
and w'<
his car ■■■
had been parked nexl

unreasonable." he said.

While Savabi said that Coppei
lieeih's lease has been approved
by the state ol Ohio and is mo
percent compliant with Ohio
law, certain derails si ill seem to
produce problems.
Fleming gave the example
that (lopper Beech, among other
pasi landlords, has required a
professional earpet cleaning

■

had been dnnl
Shea<:

car by mistal
■

3:06 a.m.

.....
■

.

■

Frazee Avenu*
gone whei

before I he tenant moves out.
However, according to SLS,
0hk> law States thai tenants are
noi responsible for normal'wear
and tear on a residence. You
cannot be held accountable for
cleaning costs unless the cleaning required is excessive or consi iliiles some sort of damage, For

example, you cannot be charged
for carpel cleaning, unless you
damaged the carpet."
This clash of rules is,i big pat I
of the recent Laurie Harrison vs.
Copper Beech case, where pan
nl Harrison's deposit was kept
ten painting, general cleaning,
carpel cleaning and replacement costs.
"They shouldn't he doing this

to students, they're pretty much
doing il to the wrong people,"

Harrison said. "Mydadisinthe
c leaning business... I lived with
three neat freaks, our apartment
was spotless."
The case is still underway
and both sides have very diflereni versions of the truth
and various evidence to
counter one another.
However, it isn't very surprising to Savabi that sin-

"We will be able to take some of the

FAITH

hardships the students are having and shed

From Page 1
world with every Catholic church
reading the same scriptures and
delivering the same message to
its audience. [Ms weeks scriptures focus on entering into the
glory of the Lord, she said.
The event's organizers expect
over 600 people from the
University and community and
plan a student-nin segment.
"At the beginning we are doing
an interesting thing on darkness in students lives. We will
be looking at doubt, loneliness
and relationships," Blahnik said.
"Students who are preparing to
become Catholic will be speaking
about these issues."
Students are also involved

MUSIC
From Page 1
petition has featured a lot of
diverse performances.
"There's a tremendous variety
in style of works and in era of
works," she said.
This tremendous variety of
music has required a major
amount of preparation on the
pan of the performers.
The musicians take the
competition very seriously.

some light on them."
with music for the event with
several choir, band and orchestra
members participating. Anothei
highlight of the night is liturgical
movement at the beginning ol
the cunt and an African danccv
lunioi Melissa I lecher attend
cd the even! two years ago. and
will be playing the piano during

this year's mass.
"it was jusi a greai experience
in see so many Catholic students
together,"' she said. 'When you're
in college, your friends are your
second family, and it's important
to celebrate ibis time ol year with

putting in countless hours ol
practice all semester for their
15 minute audition.
"I've spent hours and hours
and hours," said Sarah Both,
a junior auditioning on trumpet. "I've lived and breathed
this concerto "
In addition to the performance
category, there is also a competition for composers,
I his vear. seven graduate students submitted taped compositions in a jury of music college
faculty members who choose
several Bnalists in be sent to

yout family."
I lie music, I lediei said, will be
a mix of traditional and contemporary songs, and will start a halfhour before the service begins.
While the Catholic church
directs the service. Proshek said
thai non-Catholics are more than
welcome to come.
"Il will he a great event and
a big one. And I hope the
University students come out.
We will be able to take some of
the hardships the students are
having and shed some light on
them, she said.

a second jury thai ultimately
selectsawinner to be announced
at tomorrow's concert.
ihr winning composer, in
addition to receivingacash prize,
will have their composition performed next fall in the annual
New Music and Art festival of
the College of Musical Arts.
" I he real prize is the per
formance of the piece in a
lug. professional way." said
Mikel Kuehn, composition
professor. "It'sgreal exposure
on a national level lor these
veiling composers.

dents and landlords will have
completely different perspectives on an issue and stresses
the importance of finding a
happy medium.
"My advice to renters is when
you move in. make sure you
document everything, that is a
tenant's ally, that's your number one piece of evidence." he
said. "Be realistic with some
thing's, be proactive... if you
know you've done something
to the unit, t ry to take care of it
before you move out."
Another case in 2005 that
ended in favor ofthe student, was
Lauren Wilkins vs. Winthrop
[terrace, where part of Wilkins'
deposit was also kept for carpet
cleaning costs.
The case was dismissed
and Wilkins received her full
deposit hack.
Ironically, she had worked for
Winthrop the previous summer
cleaning apartments and Said
she did understand thai some
students do destroy their carpet
and should be responsible.
"I can understand why they
need to do what they dc > tor t hose
apartments," she said, adding

ARTS
From Page I
The event includes pieces
from faculty and students as
well as performances from the
University Perfomiing Dancers
— added for die first time to the
extravaganza this year.
According to Tammy Starr,
faculty member for the School
of Human Movement Sport
and leisure Studies, the performances will include some
dancing in the Fine Arts
Center as a lure for students,
faculty and communit) mem

bers to attend the University
Performing Dancers' show
"Footfalls" in 'Si'i i.ppler North.

"There isgolngto be somerealrj
interesting things goingoa'Starr
said. Tin glad we finally worked
out having dance involved this
year. The climate on campus is
to have a collective art program,
and sometimes dance isn't the
most portable thing.'
"We want people to know that
there are ways to include dance."
she said. Some of the stand out
perfonnanccs are the 6 p.m.
Korean drum dance and rhythm
tap dancing.
Along with the University
Performing Dancers, other
dance students will lie participating on work they have choreographed themselves, including solus by graduating dance

Happy Badger

^ Party!

majors Carrie Bell and lessica
Prtehs. Proceeds liom this pet
formance will lx' divided so that
fifty percent of all proceeds go to
student scholarships.
" I his she iw depicts what we do
in dance classes and has a variety
of forms Its new and fun, and
there's so much going on," said
senior Univeisitv Performing

Dancer EBse Hanson.
Even though the events and
aiiisis will be separated by a ten
minute walk, all ol the people
involved are artists, whether il
Includes visual, audio or movement pieces.

Secretary for the An Senate,
Kristy Headley, insists thai the
\iis i xtravaganza is noi just for
studenls and faculty.''It's nice to
see a lot of community members
or even the people who drove
a long way to see what people
have come up with." she said
And you can look as well as
touch wiih student and faculty
work for side, including ceramics,
metals, glass and pi inlniaking.
"If you think about it, you could
really gel some holiday shopping
done. Where else are you going
to find a unique one-of-a-kind
piece?" I leadley said. (llher pieces will also lx' displayed in the
I )c iroihy 1 Iber Bryan Gallery and
the \Villaid Waitkeiinan (■allcry.
With sn much going on, this
event could provide campus
with a lice close ni culture on the
lasi day nl classes as well as a liny
hreak before exams.

SECURITY DEPOSITS
SLS has attorneys available
everyday to address students'
legal concerns. Some legal information about security deposits
available on SLS's Web page,
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sls/
pagel6906.html. include:
■ An explanation of what it is
■ Preventative measures
when moving in and moving out
■ Information about
deductions from deposits
■ Legal remedies available
■ An explanation of what it is
■ Using a strongly worded
letter
■ Going to a small claims
court
'
■ Preparing for trial
■ Encouragement to know
your rights

landlord ... so picking up the
phone is key," she said. "They
often think that everything is
the landlord's responsibility
landl just because they move, it
doesn't mean we're the spawn of
Satan once they move."

ALCOHOL
From Page I
dent to engage in illegal activity or violate the student code
of conduct," Ginsburg said,
For students to be careful,
t hey should know I he rules of
the school, (iinsburg said.
"I do encourage all students
to familiarize themselves
with University policy," he
said. "The code of student
conduct can he used to investigate any allegation of misconduct regardless where the
violation occurs."

BOOZE AND LOSE
Any student under the age of 21
caught with alcohol in the residence halls will be documented
as follows:
1ST INCIDENT: Residence
hall probation and required alcohol education classes ($40 fee)
2ND INCIDENT: University
probation and required additional alcohol education classes
($65 fee)
3RD INCIDENT: Suspension
from the University. If the
student wishes to return, he or
she must complete an alcohol
assessment/treatment program
and will remain on University
probation.

RECYCLING

clothing with a conscience
worldly gifts and goods
for the people, By the people.

Grand
Opening.

that in her case, though, the
carpet was well kept and didn't
show evidence of anything
beyond what would be considered normal wear and tear.
Regardless, Wilkins advised
that all students read the fine
print of their leases and go to
SLS to have them look over it.
"If you do feel they're trying to
take advantage of you, definitely use SLS. it's free and they're
great," Wilkins said.
Carol Thompson. Winthrop
lerrace property manager, parallels that advice.
"The checklist is very important," Thompson said, adding
that they also use the standard
SI.S lease, which is written in
a formal easier for students to
understand. "If you don't understand what something means.
ask us."
Thompson also mentioned
documenting everything and
thai some tenants have a misconception about their landlords responsibilities.
"I think [tenants] don't read
their lease and then they don't
know what's going on. I hey
don't communicate with their

in Bowling Green

ON CAMPUS

$5

OFF CAMPUS

Hand knit Gloves

^^

Tapestries

$18
Live Music All Day!

Saturday Dec. 9th from Noon - ?
331 N. Main
Downtown Bowling Green

419.352.0706

Musicians Welcome!

-make someone happymyspace.com/thehappybadger

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills

stacking up?

Spring Semester
Leases Available

419-372-8909

419-354-6227

419-354-9297

BtSSU collection containers
are provided in:
• Residence Halls
• Cafeterias
. Classroom Buildings.

Red bins are for those
with CITY CURBSIDE
trash pickup. Call or ask
your landlord for details.

Blue bins are available for
free to assist with your
recycling. Call for details.

Bowling Green Recycling Center
Recyclables not accepted by red bin curbside pickup or on campus collection can be
dropped off at the 24 Hour Drop Off.
The 24 Hour Drop Off accepts:

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!
• 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
■2 Swimming Pools

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

•3 Laundromats

• 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

■ Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

Aluminum Cans
Steel, Paint, A Aerosol Cans
Plastics Bottles
Glass
Cardboard A Brown Bags
Mixed Office Paper
Junk Mail

Books
Magazines
Catalogs
Newspaper
Phone Books
Scrap Metal
Scrap Aluminum 4 Foil

WINTHROP & SUMMITTERRACHAPTS.
Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road

(419)352-9135
Email us: winthrop I gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

HOURS:
Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Go to www.bgrccycling.com for details.
For more information, contact the Wood County Solid Waste District at 419-354-9297
or go to www.wcswmd.org.

CAMPUS
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GET A LIFE
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Newman promotes community

CALENDAR Of EVENTS

TODAY
10 a.m. - 4 pm.
57th Annual Faculty and
Staff Exhibition.

By Megan Yodzis
Reporter

Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10am - 4 pm
Bud Hurlstone
Commemorative Exhibition
Willard Wankelman Gallery

5:50 pm
Tea Time: Presenter TBA
Ceramics Studio

6-10 p.m.
Arts Extravaganza
hosted by the BG School of An
Fine Arts Center

8 p.m.
Secret of the Star: Multimedia Christmas show
Planetarium, 112 Physical Science

JORDAN FLOWER

'«• H, •■'■'!,

H20's Holy Rock n Rollers
ROCK'N OUT: Sam Vollermar and Mark Beebe work on the monitor board during
the sound check of the H20 church last night in the union.

Catholic Newman Housing has
been around for a few years but
they have a new mission they
are going to implement for
the upcoming year, Fr. Mike
Dandurand said.
"With the new amenities like
pools and tanning salons being
offered now (St. Thomas More
couldn't compete, so it is more
of a mission to draw people Into
a community where individuals
can lire side-by-side as a family,"
Dandurand said.
Catholic Newman housing
is marketing more community
support with faith and academics
to students.
"Onedimension is establishing
Catholic households within the
apartment units and also smaller
community themes within thai,"
Dandurand said.
There will be separate male

and female flections to the new
housing plan where people can
identify as a Catholic and want
to eat, pray and hold each other
accountable in academic and
faith situations.
lake Gallardo, a transfer
senior who currently lives in
the apartments, said CatholicNewman housing is very close
to the University and the parish
which are two important institutions for students.
Catholk Newman housing
"empowers students to develop
their spirituality while being able
to study," Gallardo said.
Students need quiet time to
study as well as reflect at the chapel, he said. It is a close community that supports and nurtures
different friendships.
"It is good for an American
student to learn cultures,"
Gallardo said.
I his environment will allow
students to make an intentional

8 - 9:50 pm.
Performance & Workshop
ALMA Drum and Dance

Buying books online leaves students disappointed

Toledo Museum of Art
Great Gallery

8:50 - 9-45 pm
Footfalls Dance Concert
Whitney Dance Studio. 222 Eppler

Like to find
mistakes? Be a
copy editor.
E-mail:
thenews
@
bgnews.com

By Sarah Voi
MCT

al's office for help.

When
Glynda
llolcomb
ordered her psychology and
humanities textbooks from
Lexington-based eCampus.
com, she thought she'd save
hundreds of dollars compared
with what she would pay at
her college bookstore.
What she got i nstead were t he
wrong books and such a long
wait for a refund that she turned

to the Kentucky attorney gener-

332 SOUTH MAIN ST. ,ouror,iy orr.ee>

(419)352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

I lolcomb, who goes to college in Memphis, isn't the
only unhappy customer of
the online bookstore. In the
past year, 369 people have
complained to the Better
Business Bureau of Central
and Eastern Kentucky about
eCampus. and the company's
response has been unsatisfactory, the bureau says.
The attorney general's office
also has noticed an Increasing
nu mber of complai nts.

"We're reviewing the entire
file related to eCampus
because of the complaints
we've received," said Todd
l.eatherman, director of the
Consumer Protection Division.
"We're trying to determine
what caused the problems and
sec if any problems fall under
the consumer protection act."
FCampus
CF.O
Matt
Montgomery says the company
works hard to make sure its customers get what they need, but
that with 500,000 customers a

year, it's inevitable that somethinggoes wrong occasionally.
The complaints, he said, represent a small fraction of customers, and the company is
working to address all of them.
"\Yc want to keep the customer as happy as we ran.
Montgomery said. "It's good for
business. T'hings do go bump in
the night, you know, and sometimes it'sour fault."
I hi1 idea behind et ampus is
to provide textbooks at cheaper
prices than college bookstores,

community to live in, one that
they want to live in, and it is a
far more enriching environment,
Dandurand said.
Asa graduate student currently
living within Catholic Newman
housing, Richard McNeillie said,
right now there is a lot of diversity within the apartments and it
does not hare a huge community
feel to it.
Next year, the apartments are
lining to hare more community
led. like a group of friends to connect to spirituality and academically, McNeillie said.
This new mission is going to
focus on the 19 apartments that
are on the property of St. Thomas
More and has capacity for 36 students, Dandurand said.
"St. Thomas More is trying to
provide the best college experience, and one dimension is who
you live with and how you live
together; it can really make or
break the year," Dandurand said.

CAMPUS
BR EF
Midnight munchies
THs Sunday nr/it rjrmg falls across carrpjs are
staytig up Late Midngrt breakfast «d be saved
to fuel up students viro are studynj al nr/t
"Eating a rradnght breakfast gws [students] time
to rriax and refuel to carry on with ther smcVnj
sad General Marager of Dinrig Servras Cbna
■-„•>,,.„
The breakfast wl offer al the basts eggs,
bacon sausage frendi tcast waffles and mere
Hairs for each fal are
Founders 9pm to 12 am
McDoraUlOpmtotfam
Shadows 7 pm to 130 am

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES, INC.

STOP IN AND PICK UP OUR
2007-2008 HOUSING BROCHURE
•over 400 apts., houses & condos
• pets allowed in some locations
• no parental guarantees needed
• no application fee charged
•on-line applications

PUT US ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST!

Domino's

MEXICAN GRILL

K M^H
u
December 9 thru December 15 *
$

Study Naked Saturday

7 Pizzas

$1.00 off ALL Naked Burritos

Souper Sunday

$

For 7 you have your
choice of 1 of trie
following:

$1 .OO off Tortilla Soup or Gumbo

Mucho Monday

1 Large 1-ltem Pizza
1 Medium 2-ltem Pizza
1 Small 3-ltem Pizza
2 Small Cheese Pizzas
LIMITED TIME OFFER.

$5.00 entree and drink

Two Test Tuesday

I 2005 Domirw's Pura LLC. Not valid with any other offer Valid with coupe* c^ at rjanfciDitton stores Cash vafcje 1/Mc. I
V
Prices may vary: Tax may appty. Minimum purchase required. Delivery charge may apply. Limited de*vwy area*.
'

Buy One entree Get one FREE

■with this ad only

Salad & Bread

Why Me Wednesday

1 Garden Salad,
1 8-Piece Breadsticks,
FOR
8
1 20oz Coke , Diet Coke®
or Sprit®

Free Taco
with any purchase

Time's Up Thursday
Free side of Chips & Queso

LIMITED TIME OFFER.

with any purchase

Finals Friday

I
\

2005 Domino's Pizza LLC Not valid with any other offer Valid with coupon only at participation stores Cash value 1tf0c I
Prices may vary Ta» may apply Minimum purchase required Delivery charge may apply Limited delivery areas
/

Free Chips & Salsa
with any purchase

$

Pick3for 10
For *10 you have your
choice of 3 of the
following:

110" Cheese Pizza
1 8-Piece Breadsticks
1 8-Piece Cheesy Bread
1 8-Piece Cinna Sticks
1 5-Piece Buffalo Wings
1 Garden Salad
12-Liter of Coke*, Diet Coke
LIMITED TIME OFFER.
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BLOTTER

TENANTS

WEDNESDAY
10:0t a.m.
Stereo reported stolen fn ■*•
vehicle tn a South Main Street
parking lot. The vehicle was
unlocked and the stereo was
valued at 180.
2:17 p.m.
Vehicle reported damaged on
South Main Street.

From Page 1

"Disputes like these come up
a lot because sometimes you
get tenants who feel they're not
responsible for any damages
done to the apartment.' said
Beejan Savabi, director of sales
at Copper Beech. "What wed I is
have everything documented...
it makes us have a reason for
everything we |charge|."
There are usually two main
issues with security deposit disputes, Fleming said.
"That they're withholding
money for damages that are not
the tenant's responsibility 01 ifil
is the tenant's responsibility, the
amount they're withholding is
unreasonable." he said.
While Savabi said that Copper
Beech's lease has been approved
by the state of Ohio and is 100
percent compliant with Ohio
law, certain details still seem to
produce problems.
Fleming gave the example

6:14 p.m.
Student reported to have been
. assaulted at Bowling Green High
School. She wds taken to
>'ncy room for treat-1THURSDAY
2:25 .jn.
Vehicle reported taken from an
East Wooster Street parking lot. A
man left his car running in the tot
and when he came back outside,
his car was gone. A simila< .
had been parked next to his and
it was determined a woman who
had been drinking took the car.
She admitted she had taken his
car by mistake. Neither person
was charged.

MM am

that Copper Beech, among other

Subject reported to be banging
on the door of apartments on
Frazee Avenue. The subjc
gone when poke arrived.

past landlords, has required a
professional carpet cleaning

before the tenant moves out.
However, according to SLS,
Ohio law states that "tenants are
not responsible for normal 'wear
and tear' on a residence. You
cannot be held accountable for
(leaning costs unless the cleaning required is excessive or constitutes some sort of damage. For
example, you cannot be charged
for carpet cleaning, unless you
damaged the carpet."
This clash of rules is a big part
of the recent Laurie Harrison vs.
Copper Beech case, where part
of Harrison's deposit was kept
for painting, general cleaning,
i arpel cleaning and replacement costs.
They shouldn't be doing this

to students, they're pretty much
doing it to the wrong (K'ople,"
I lanison said. "Mydad is in the
cleaning business... I lived with
three neat freaks, our apartment
was spotless."

The case is still underway
and both sides have very different versions of the truth
and various evidence to
counter one another.
However, it isn't very surprising to Savabi that stu-

"We will be able to take some of the
hardships the students are having and shed
some light on them."

FAITH
From Page 1

world with every Catholic church
reading the same scriptures and
delivering the same message to
its audience. This week's scriptures focus on entering into the
glory of the Lord, she said.
The event's organizers expect
over 600 people from the
University and community and
plan a student-run segment.
"At the beginning we are doing
an interesting thing on darkness in students' lives. We will
be looking at doubt, loneliness
and relationships," Blahnik said.
"Students who are preparing to
become Catholic will be speaking
about these issues."
Students are also involved

Lauren Proshek | Catholic Campus Missionary

MUSIC
From Page 1

petition has featured a lot of
diverse performances.
"There's a tremendous variety
in style of works and in era of
works," she said.
This tremendous variety of
music has required a major
amount of preparation on the
part of the performers.
The musicians take the
competition very seriously,

with music for the event with
several choir, band and orchestra
members participating. Another
highlight of the night is liturgical
movement at the beginning of
the event and an African dance,
lunior Melissa I lecher attended the event two years ago, and
will be playing the piano during
this year's mass.
It was just a great experience
to see so many (athohc students
together." she said. "When you're
in college, your friends are your
second family, and it's important
to celebrate this time ol year with

your family."

putting in countless hours of
practice all semester for their
15 minute audition.
"I've spent hours and hours
and hours." said Sarah Roth,
a junior auditioning on trumpet. "I've lived and breathed
this concerto."
In addition to the performance
category, there is also a competition for composers.
This year, seven graduate students submitted taped compositions to a jury of music college
faculty members who choose
several finalists to be sent to

a second jury that ultimately

The music, Flecher said, will be
a mix ol traditional and contemporary songs, and will start a halfhour before the service begins.
While the Catholic church
directs the service, I'roshek said
thai non-Catholics are more than
welcome to come.
"It will he a great event and
a big one. And I hope the
University students come out.
We will be able to take some of
the hardships the students are
having and shed some light on
them," she said.

selects a winner in be announced
at tomorrow's concert
The winning composer, in
addition to receiving a cash prize,
will have their composition performed next fall in the annual
New Music and Art Festival of
the College of Musical Arts.
"I he real prize is the performance of the piece in a
big, professional way," said
Mikel Kuehn, composition
professor. "It's great exposure
nn a national level for these
young composers

dents and landlords will have
completely different perspectives on an issue and stresses
the importance of finding a
happy medium.
"My advice to renters is when
you move in. make sure you
document everything, that is a
tenant's ally, that's your number one piece of evidence," he
said. "Be realistic with some
thing's, be proactive... if you
know you've done something
to the unit, try to take care of it
before you move out."
Another case in 2005 that
ended infavorof the student, was
Lauren Wilkins vs. Winthrop
Terrace, where part of Wilkins'
deposit was also kept for carpet
cleaning costs.
The case was dismissed
and Wilkins received her full
deposit back.
Ironically, she had worked for
Winthrop the previous summer
cleaning apartments and said
she did understand that some
students do destroy their carpet
and should be responsible.
"I can understand why they
need todowhat they do for those
apartments," she said, adding

ARTS
From Page I

The event includes pieces
from faculty and students as
well ;ts performances from the
University Perfonning Dancers
— added for the first rime to the
extravaganza this year.
According to Tammy Starr,
faculty member for the School
of Human Movement Sport
and leisure Studies, the performances will include some
dancing in the line Arts
Center as a lure for students,
faculty and community members to attend the University
Performing Dancers' show
"Footfalls'' in 222 Eppler North.
"There is goingtobesome really
interesting tilings going on," Stansaid. "I'm glad we finally worked
out having dance invoked this
year. The climate on campus is
to have a collective art program,
and sometimes dance isn't the

most portable thing"
"We want people to know that
there arc ways to include dance,"
she said. Some of the stand out
performances are the R p.m.
Korean drum dance and rhythm
tap dancing.
Along with the University
Performing Dancers, other
dance students will be participating on work they have choreographed themselves, including solos by graduating dance

h&ppy Badger

that in her case, though, the
carpet was well kept and didn't
show evidence of anything
beyond what would be considered normal wear and tear.
Regardless, Wilkins advised
that all students read the fine
print of their leases and go to
SLS to have them look over it.
"If you do feel they're trying to
take advantage of you, definitely use SLS, it's free and they're
great." Wilkins said.
Carol Thompson, Winthrop
Terrace property manager, parallels that advice.
"The checklist is very important," Thompson said, adding
that they also use the standard
SIS lease, which is written in
a formal easier for students to
understand. "If you don't understand what something means,
ask us."
Thompson also mentioned
documenting everything and
that some tenants have a misconception about their landlord's responsibilities.
"I think [tenants] don't read
their lease and then they don't
know what's going on. They
don't communicate with their

majors Carrie Bell and Jessica
Priehs. Proceeds from this performance will be divided so that
fifty percent of all proceeds go to
student scholarships.
"This show depicts what we do
in dance classes and has a variety
of fonns. It's new and fun, and
there's so much going on," said
senior University Performing
Dancer Elise Hanson.
Kven though the events and
artists will be separated by a ten
minute walk, all of the people
involved are artists, whether it
includes visual, audio or movement pieces.
Secretary for the Art Senate,
krisiy lleadley, insists that the
Arts Hxtravaganza is not just for
students and faculty. "It's nice to
see a lot of community members
or even the people who drove
a long way to see what people
have come up with," she said.
And you can look as well as
touch with student and faculty
work for sale, including ceramics,
metals, glass and priuti i i.iking.
"If you think about it, you could
really get some holiday shopping
done. Where else ate you going
to find a unique one-of-a-kind
piece?" I leadley said. Other pieces will also be displayed in the
Domlhy Uber Bryan Gallery and
the Willard Wankelman Gallery.
With so much going on, this
event could provide campus
with a tee dose- of culture on the
last day of classes as well as a tiny
break before exams

SECURITY DEPOSITS
SLS has attorneys available
everyday to address students'
legal concerns. Some legal information about security deposits
available on SLS's Web page.
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sls/
pagel6906.html. include:
■ An explanation of what it is
■ Preventative measures
when moving in and moving out
■ Information about
deductions from deposits
■ Legal remedies available
■ An explanation of what it is
■ Using a strongly worded
letter
■ Going to a small claims
court
■ Preparing for trial
■ Encouragement to know
your rights

landlord ... so picking up the
phone is key," she said. "They
often think that everything is
the landlord's responsibility
land] just because they move, it
doesn't mean we're the spawn of
Satan once they move."

ALCOHOL
From Page 1

dent to engage in illegal activity or violate the student code
of conduct," Ginsburg said.
For students to be careful,
they should know the rules of
the school, Ginsburg said.
"I do encourage all students
to familiarize themselves
with University policy," he
said. "The code of student
conduct can be used to investigate any allegation of misconduct regard less where the
violation occurs."

BOOZE AND LOSE
Any student under the age of 21
caught with alcohol in the residence halls will be documented
as follows:
1ST INCIDENT: Residence
hall probation and required alcohol education classes ($40 fee)
2ND INCIDENT: Un.vers.ty
probation and required additional alcohol education classes
($65 fee)
3RD INCIDENT: Suspension
from the University. If the
student wishes to return, he or
she must complete an alcohol
assessment/treatment program
and will remain on University
probation.

RECYCLING

clothing with a conscience
worldly gifts and goods
for the people, By the people.

in Bowling Green

ON CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS

^Grand
Openinga

:^

1

^ Party

Saturday Dec. 9th from Noon - ?
331 N. Main
Downtown Bowling Green
419.352.0706

-make someone happymyspace.com/thehappybadger

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

419-372-8909

419-354-6227

419-354-9297

BSSU collection containers
are provided in:
. Residence Halls
• Cafeterias
. Classroom Buildings.

Red bins are for those
with CITY CURBSIDE
trash pickup. Call or ask
your landlord for details.

Blue bins are available for
free to assist with your
recycling. Call for details.

Gas Bills

stacking up?

Bowling Green Recycling Center
Recyclables not accepted by red bin curbside pickup or on campus collection can be
dropped off at the 24 Hour Drop Off.

Spring Semester
Leases Available

•>w 0 North College Drive
tan

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!

1

^m

iB^r^

9

c

' 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
■ 2 Swimming Pools

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases
• Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

I

•3 laundromats

■ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

£

1 i
Q

MNTIIROP & SUMMI'I TERRACE APTS.
Office located at 400 E. Napoleon Road
(419)352-9135
Email us: winthrop " gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

HOURS:
Monday Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:0tS am - 2:00 pm

.
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-
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The 24 Hour Drop Off accepts;
Aluminum Cans
Steel, Paint, 4 Aerosol Cans
Plastics Bottles
Glass
Cardboard A Brown Bags
Mixed Office Paper
Junk Mail

• Books
Magazines
Catalogs
Newspaper
Phone Books
Scrap Metal
Scrap Aluminum 4 Foil

Go to www.bgrccycling.com for details.

For more information, contact the Wood County Solid Waste District at 419-354-9297
or go to www.wcswmd.org.

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE

Newman promotes community

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Sow r* *» <**» of MM a ubn hm«««\bqpaatu

TODAY
10 a.m. - 4 pm.
57th Annual Faculty and
Staff Exhibition.
Dorothy Ubcr Bryan Gallery

By Megan Yodii.
Reporter

lOa.m -4 pm.
Bud Hurlstone
Commemorative Exhibition
Willard Wankelman Gallery

5:50 p.m.
Tea Time: Presenter TBA
Ceramics Studio

6 -10 pm.
Arts Extravaganza
hosted by the BG School of Art
Fine Arts Center

8 p.m.
Secret of the Star: Multimedia Christmas show
Planetarium. 112 Physical Science
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H20's Holy Rock n Rollers
ROCK'N OUT: Sam Vollermar and Mark Beebe work on the monitor board during
the sound check of the H20 church last night in the union

Catholic Newman Housing has
been around for a few years but
they have a new mission they
are going to implement for
the upcoming year. Fr. Mike
Dandurand said.
"With the new amenities like
pools and tanning salons being
offered now |St. Thomas Morel
couldn't compete, so it is more
of a mission to draw people into
a community where individuals
can live side-by-side as a family."
Dandurand said.
Catholic Newman housing
is marketing more community
support with faith and academics
to students.
"Onedimension is establishing
Catholic households within the
apartment units and also smaller
community themes within that,"
Dandurand said.
There will be separate male

and female sections to the new
housing plan where people can
identify as a Catholic and want
to eat, pray and hold each other
accountable in academic and
faith situations.
lake Gallardo, a transfer
senior who currently lives in
the apartments, said Catholic
Newman housing is very close
to the University and the parish
which are two important institutions for students.
Catholic Newman housing
"empowers students to develop
their spirituality while being able
to study," Gallardo said.
Students need quiet time to
study as well as reflect at the chapel, he said. It is a close community that supports and nurtures
different friendships.
"It is good for an American
student to learn cultures,"
Gallardo said.
This environment will allow
students to make an intentional

8 -9:50 p.m.
Performance & Workshop
ALMA Drum arid Dance

Buying books online leaves students disappointed

Toledo Museum of Art
Great Gallery

8:50 - 9:45 p.m
Footfalls Dance Concert
Whitney Dance Studio. 222 Eppler

Like to find
mistakes? Be a
copy editor.
E-mail:
thenews
@
bgnews.com

By Sarah Vo>
MCT

When Glynda Holcomb
ordered her psychology and
humanities textbooks from
Lexington-based eCampus.
com, she thought she'd save
hundreds of dollars compared
with what she would pay at
her college bookstore.
What she got i nstead were t he
wrong books and such a long
wait for a refund that she turned
to the Kentucky attorney gener-

332 SOUTH MAIN ST. (oUroni¥orn«>

(419)352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

al's office for help.
Holcomb, who goes to college in Memphis, isn't the
only unhappy customer of
the online bookstore. In the
past year, 369 people have
complained to the Better
Business Bureau of Central
and Eastern Kentucky about
eCampus, and the company's
response has been unsatisfactory, the bureau says.
The attorney general's office
also has noticed an increasing
number of complaints.

"We're reviewing the entire
file related to eCampus
because of the complaints
we've received," said Todd
Leatherman, director of the
ConsumerProtection Division.
"We're trying to determine
what caused the problems and
see if any problems fall under
the consumer protection act."
ECampus
CEO
Matt
Montgomery says the company
works hard to make su re its customers get what they need, but
that with 500,000 customers a

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES, INC.

year, it's inevitable that something goes wrong occasionally.
The complaints, he said, represent a small fraction of customers, and the company is
working to address all of them.
"We want to keep the customer as happy as we can,"
Montgomery said. "It's good for
business. Things do go bump in
the night, you know, and sometimes it's our fault."
The idea behind eCampus is
to provide textbooks at cheaper
prices than college book stores.

community to live in, one that
they want to live in, and it is a
far more enriching environment.
Dandurand said.
As a graduate student currently
living within Catholic Newman
housing. Diehard McNeillie said,
right now there is a lot of diversity within the apartments and it
does not have a huge community
feel to it.
Next year, the apartments are
going to haw more community
feel, like a group of friends to connect to spirituality and academically, McNeillie said.
I his new mission is going to
focus on the 19 apartments that
are on the property of St. Thomas
More and has capacity for 36 students, Dandurand said.
"St. Thomas More is trying to
provide the best college experience, and one dimension is who
you live with and how you live
together; it can really make or
break the year," Dandurand said.

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Midnight munchies
TVts Sunday nqhtdrmgrtkaras campus are
staying up late Mchgrt beaHast vJ be served
to fuel up studerts «ho are studying al nigh:
"Eatrcj a mdnc/it breakfast gr« [students] tme
to relax and reW to carry on with ther studying,"
ad General Manager of Dhng Services Daria

Bbchw*
The breakfast wl offer al the basics eggs.
baxn. sausage frendi toast waffles and more
Hours for each hal are

Founders 9pm to!2am
McDonald 10 pm to 12 am
Shadows 7 pm to 130 am

STOP IN AND PICK UP OUR
2007-2008 HOUSING BROCHURE
•over 400 apts., houses & condos
• pets allowed in some locations
•no parental guarantees needed
•no application fee charged
•on-line applications

PUT US ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST!

Domino's

MEXICAN GRILL

- December 9 thru December 15 •

$

Study Naked Saturday

7 Pizzas

$1.00 off ALL Naked Burritos

Souper Sunday

For *7 you have your
choice of 1 of the
following:

$1.00 off Tortilla Soup or Gumbo

Mucho Monday

1 Large 1-Item Pizza
1 Medium 2-ltem Pizza
1 Small 3-ltem Pizza
2 Small Cheese Pizzas

$5.00 entree and drink

Two Test Tuesday

LIMITED TIME OFFER.
I -; 2005 Domino s Ptaxa LLC No* valid with any other offer. Valid with coupon only at participation stores Cash value 1/30c
V

Buy One entree Get one FREE
•with this ad only

Prices may vary. Tax may apply Minimum purchase required. Delivery charge may apply. Limited delivery areas.

I
'

Salad & Bread

Why Me Wednesday

1 Garden Salad,
1 8-Piece Breadsticks, FOR
1 20oz Coke®, Diet Coke®
or Sprit®

Free Taco
with any purchase

Time's Up Thursday
Free side of Chips & Queso

LIMITED TIME OFFER.

with any purchase

Finals Friday

2005 Domino's Piiza LLC Not valid with any other offer Valid with coupon only at participation stores Cash value 1 ?0<

Free Chips & Salsa
with any purchase

Pick 3 for $10
For M 0 you have your
choice of 3 of the
following:

110" Cheese Pizza
1 8-Piece Breadsticks
1 8-Piece Cheesy Bread
1 8-Piece Cinna Sticks
1 5-Piece Buffalo Wings
1 Garden Salad
12-Liter of Coke*, Diet Coke'
LIMITED TIME OFFER..

I
V

2005 Domino's Pizza LLC. Not valtd with any other offer Valid with coupon only at oarticipation stores Cash value
Pncos may vary T,i< may apply Minimum purchase required Delivery charge may apply Limited delivery areas

BGSU
S. MAIN ST. BG
419-353-7200

1616E. Wooster
419-353-MEGA (6342)
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OPINION

"We can look at pictures of pitiful polar bears later."
- Senator James Inhofe (R-OK). on the media "hyping" global warming, after
Senator Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.) lamented the melting of polar ice. with "the
mighty polar bears pathetically foraging for food." from Time.com.
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PEOPLE ON fllE STREET Do you agree with your classes'attendance policies?
"Yes. it's one of the

"Yes. none of my

"Yes, it makes you

"No. it inhibits our

keys to success"

classes have one."

learn. Four days is a

ability to make our

lot of classes to miss."

own decisions."

*

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have yw own lake on
today's People On The
Slreet? Or a suggestion for

CARREON, Junior.
Integrated Social Studies

ANDREW HERMAN
OMNI NCOJ MNG1

There are those days the I just
don't feel like going to classes,
and there are those weeks
that I just don't feel like going
to classes
I am sure all of you have
had these days, I know that I
have had too many of them to
count. Hut one of the big reasons that has kept me going
to classes is the fact that I am
shelling out aver fifteen thousand dollars a year for these
people to teach, whether or
not I am there. Second, most
ui mj classes have an attendance policy.
MyTIIFM 141 class has the
policy, if I miss four classes,
the highest grade that you can
get is a 'B.' A Til' live classes
missed is a '('.'. six TV, and
seven: ofa don't miss seven
classes, that is an 'I': instant
failure. No matter what your
grades are before your absences, an I" is the highest grade
that you can get.
You see, the thing Is, this is
college, if I missed a class in
high school, it was not a big
deal to miss, because I could
go to class the next day and see
what I missed.
It is easier to see what you
missed when the class meets

bverj day of the week, but for
my math class, since it only

meets every fuesdayand
Thursday, and the math that I
might miss is probably something that I have not heard of
before and is something that I
bannol pick up in five minutes.
• One policy that seems
a bit over the edge, is the
attendance policy is from

PHIL 317, The Philosophy of
Religion This is the worst
that I have seen.
It you miss more than four
class periods, for any reason,
Jhat will constitute sufficient
grounds for your receiving an
T' in the course." Instant faillire. Man, I mean, if that does

Send comments to Andrew Herman at
hetmanaifibgiu.edu

Bring me the moon
Z^V BRIAN SZEABELSKI
^^M OPINION COLUMNIST

For years, mankind hasdreamed
of living among the stars. The
ideas i il traveling into space and
living in colonies on the moon or
in Bart h's orbit have filled countless movies, TV shows, video
games and novels.
But such an idea has mostly
been the idea of science fiction.
(Ink at the International Space
Station do humans live in liarth's

orbit, and even then, they are
trained astronauts.
That was, until NASA
announced on Monday that
they hope to establish a permanent base on the moon by 2024.
CNN reported that NASA had
spent the last year interviewing 1,000 people from around
the world about why humans
should return to the moon, as
well as what is expected out of
space exploration.
Krom that poll, NASA devised
a "global exploration strategy,"
with one of the key components
being establishing a base on the
See MOON | Page 5
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Smoking ban is hurting
free market economy
In the weeks leading up to
this year's election, I got
several e-mails about Issues
4 and 5. All of them told me
which issue to vote for, and
the apparent "hidden agenda" behind Issue 4.
If I'm a non-smoker, then
I must want to ban smoking,
right? Wrong.
While I choose not to smoke
cigarettes, 1 understand the
freedom of others to smoke if
they choose.
As a non-smoker who lost
two members of my family to
smoking-related illness, I still
believe it's the right ofa business owner to choose whether
smoking should be allowed in
the establishment.
When personal freedoms
are stripped of both the consumer and the seller, democracy is threatened.
Like it or not, tobacco is still

a large cash crop
Smoking may be uncomfortable to non-smokers,
but because of the nature of
our society, we are expected
to deal with these inconveniences, as they are the rights
of our fellow Americans.
I'm annoyed when people
use their cell phones in line,
but I wait patiently and bite
my lip. It's not my place, and
especially not the place of the
state to tell them that they cannot do as they please.
In 2004, Ohio passed a ban
on gay marriage, and this year,
voters passed a ban on smoking. As a lover of life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness, I
wonder what Ohio voters will
choose to ban next.
I'm not sure about the rest
of this state, but I like my
personal life without so much
government involvement.

LAREN WEBER. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ANDREA SlIVKA MANAGING EDITOR
CAMDICE JONES, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
USA HALVERSTADT. CITY NEWS EDITOR
ALISON KEMP, FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA IN FOCUS EDITOR

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

a question? Give us you*
feedback at bgnews.com.

Words say more
about the speaker

Classes should
be non-i
not persuade you to go to class,
then 1 do not know what will.
Many people only go to class
because there is an attendance
policy. That is what attendance
policies are for. To make people go to classes, even if they
do not want to.
They will go just to be sure
that thev will not fail the class.
Like PI III. 317. failing after four
absences is really good incentive to go to class.
Kellie Beaney thinks that
attendance policies are a good
idea, she says, "They (attendance policiesl can help you
if you go to class. They should
make it like extra credit, if you
are in class, you get points, and
if not you don't get points.''
Making attendance into an
extra credit thing does sound
like a good idea.
It sort of gets back to the
whole idea of being rewarded
for going to class. Not that
going to class isn't rewarding
to begin with; the rewards
of going to class are almost
endless, but by the same
token not going to class is
rewarding also.
1 have heard it said that hard
work pays off over time, but
laziness pays off now. I am not
condoning skipping class in
any way. shape or form, but not
going to class does free up a lot
ol lime.
It is not a good habit to get
into though. The repercussions
could be disastrous. You could
miss a pop quiz, like in my
math class.
Every now and then we will
take an unannounced quiz.
and if you arc not there, there is
no making up the quiz, or anything associated with that quizAll of this depends on how
you look at it. You could be
like; I don't have to go to class
because we won't cover anything new, there will not be
anything important.
That is the cool thing about
being a teacher, you can pull
fast ones on the students and
getaway with it.

ERIQUE DOZIER.
Junior. Business
Administration

BRANDON

MIKE RICH. Junior.
Business Administration

WESSSTRIETER,
Junior. Classic Civilization

- foiiy Berens Junor. Film
Production, eberens9bgsu.edu.

It has been two weeks since
Michael Richards' now-legendary meltdown at the laugh
Factory, and I'm still waiting for
the punchline.
I'm really curious to see how
he manages to wrap up the
bit about his nostalgia for the
time when blacks were openly
lynched. But I suppose that's the
problem. Unlike the edgy and
insightful work of comedians
like Dave Chappelle and Richard
Pryor, there is no punchline. In
fact, I'm pretty sure repeatedly
screaming "they're niggers!" at a
group of black gentlemen doesn't
constitute a setup either.
By now I think it's safe to say
that Richards, better known for
his role as Kramer on Seinfeld,
is painfully aware of how unbelievably screwed he really is.
His apology on Letterman went
over like a lead balloon. As the
audience chuckled nervously.
Richards looked like a dear in
headlights trying to figure out
how it was possible to singlehandedlv put an end to sales of
Seinfeld DVDs.
Still scrambling to make
amends, Richards next
appeared on Rev. lesse
lack si in's radio show.
Meanwhile, the injured party,
Kyle Doss and his two friends are
seeking financial compensation,
apparently for the cmotional
trauma they received at the
hands of Richards.
It seems to me that if anyone
was traumatized or humiliated
by this experience it was the
inept Richards who so easily and
crudely unraveled under the
pressure ofa couple of hecklers.
At least this time, unlike the
racially-charged period referenced in Richards' hateful
tirade, the perpetrator of the
outburst and not its recipient has
felt the consequences.
Still, the incident would not
have been so deeply shocking
had it not been instigated by the
beloved Cosmo Kramer. The
world of stand-up comedy is not
exactly known as a bastion of
political correctness and the line
between edgy and offensive is a
thin one.
America is shocked by the
incident, not because racism
is still an issue, but because a
nation of avid TV watchers has
yet again managed to conflate
a television character with
his actual personality. Cosmo
Kramer doesn't have a racist
bone in his body. He just likes to
help himself to terry's cereal and
dance around in a bath towel.
Richards' previous work
gave no indication he had it
in him. This is, of course, in
stark contrast to Mel Gibson
who practically broadcast his
anti-Semitism in his popular film "The Passion of the
Christ." At least Richards
hasn't attempted to blame
"the booze" for his gaffe.
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BRANDO^ NOBLE. 0NUNE EDITOR

everyone, including blacks,
Randall Kennedy a professor at I larvaid Law School
and the author of "Nigger: The
Strange Career of a Troublesome
Word," said that when he heard
Mr. Mooney say he wanted
to "destroy" the epithet, a few
questions sprung to mind.
"Does that mean he wants
the owners of record stores to
throw out his comedy albums
or Richard Pryor's 'That Nigger's
Crazy'?" Professor Kennedy
asked. likewise, are we to throw
Kennedy's book on some 1930s
Berlin-style bonfire?
Michael Richards is an angry
man who lashed out with the
weapon he found most readily available. The fact that the
weapon turned out to be racist
hate-speech would seem to indicate that he has some issues with
race that he has yet to work out.
The problem here, of course,
is that it is not just one nearwashed-up entertainer who has
these issues but a great many
Americans, including some politicians, who still harbor deepseated biases and hatreds that
occasionally manifest themselves publicly.
Any attempts to alter our lexicon are foolish: "nigger" is not
going anywhere and it shouldn't.
To ban its use would only
enhance its ability to do harm.
Instead, we should seek to construct a society which properly
humiliates and shuns those who
would wield the power of hate
speech to stir divisiveness.
To call a black man a "nigger"
says far more about the epithet's
hurler than its recipient. To call a
white man a "Michael Richards"
has a very different effect.
SendcommentstoJonBosscherat
fxssch@bgsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be (ewer than 300 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.

AMANDA HOOVER, OPINION EDITOR
RYAN ADTULL0. COPY CHIEF

Let us just hope that we can
hold our elected officials to the
same moral standards we have
applied to our comedians, lust
before the last election, Virginia
Senator George Allen looked
directly in a TV camera and
called its operator "Macaca."
He only missed reelection by
about 1,000 votes and political
analysts are still trying to figure
out if racist remarks help or hurt
a candidate in Virginia.
Since then, Republicans have
returned Senator Trent lx)tt
to their leadership team even
t hough he was forced to step
down from the Majority leader
post in 2002 when he said the
country would have avoided "all
these problems" had then-segregationist Strom Thurmond been
successful in his 1948 presidential bid.
Interestingly, the debate surrounding Richards' vitriolic
meltdown has moved away from
any questions about the significance of an individual person
being racist and toward an
attempt to address the language
of bigotry, lamie Masada. the
owner of the laugh Factory, has
banned the use of "the n-word"
at his club and joined with lesse
lackson, California Democratic
Representative Maxine Waters
and Paul Mooney in calling for
an end to the word's usage by

GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and S00 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number ol submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are pnrrted
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewjPbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered lor
punting All letters are subject to
review lor length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Opinionated?
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The BG News is looking for opinionated,
talented writers to join our opinion staff.

Like to draw?
We are also looking for political cartoonists.

Intrigued?
Send a 600 - 800 word 'test' column or a
sample comic to hoovama@bgsu.edu. All
submissions should be on current issues.
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MOON
From Page 4
moon's south pole. Placing the
base (here would be best for
astronauts, as the south pole
is Ml for three-quarters of the
year and there are potential
resources nearby.
A base on the moon might
also serve as a launching pad to
reaching Mars and colonizing that
planet. Ibr some people, that's
exactly wli.it we need to be doing.
List week, world-famous
physicist Stephen Hawking
told BBC Radio that colonization of other planets was
necessary for humans, or they
would face extinction.
"Sooner or later disasters such
as an asteroid collision or a nuclear war could wipe us all out," said
I law king. "Hut once we spread
out into space aid establish
independent colonies, our future
should he safe."
I'm not sure 1 agree 100 percent with llawking's viewpoint,
hut I think it is important for
human beings to continue to
explore space.
( i iti<s will argue thai it's too
costly and nobody could ever

aflbrd to live in space ill our lifet hues. Yes, it would lie expensive
for quite some time, bin as technology progressed, the cost of living in space would likely go down.
Others, especially those in the

International community, might
argue that establishing a base
on the moon would lie the same
as Anierica annexing the entire
moon for themselves.
Such a claim could cause
Conflicts and a race lo divide the
moon up between the major
powers, much like the Americas
and Africa once were.
However, the United Slates,
along with the oilier major space
powers, have signed the Outer
Space Treaty. Part of that treaty
places the moon under the same
jurisdiction as international
waters, meaning nobody can
claim ownership over the moon.
You might lie wondering why
we should bolder putting a base
on the moon. Its the same reason we built the I nibble Space
Telescope or launch satellites to
far off planets and cornels: to better explore space.
Over 50 years of research in
space lias answered many question we've had, but it has raised
thousands upon thousands more.

Some of these questions will
be impossible lo answer unless
humans investigate them directly.
That means thai we might have
lo land on other planets like Mars,
and a base on the moon provides
;ui excellent slop along the way.
I exploration also provides a way
for new technologies lo rapidly
grow and evolve, ftist technologies influenced by space-based
technology include cordless
power tools and appliances, as
well as kidney dialysis machines,
TV satellite dishes, and medical
imaging machines.
Even the prospect of going
into space has become commercialized. For S20 million,
the Russian Space Agency will
launch you into space aboard
one of their Soyuz rockets.
One of the most recently
publicized events related to commercial space flights was the $10
million Ansari X Prize, The contest
would be won by the first person
or team to launch a reusable
manned spacecraft inlo space on
two separate occasions within
two weeks.
The prize was on by the
Tier One group and their craft
SpaceShipOne. Since then. Sir
Richard Branson, head of the

Virgin Group, announced he
plans to offer suborbital and
orbital spaceflights under the
Virgin Galactic banner, with lesl
flights starting in 2007,
Where people go, though, companies will soon follow. In fact,
they already are getting advertising into space.
It's not Wal-Mart, but Kentucky
Pried Chicken that's made the
first major leap. Last month,
they announced through a
press release that they had built
an 87,500 square foot Colonel
Sanders logo near Rachel, Nev.
which is visible from outer space.
Expect a response soon from
Burger King, who will announce
[hat eastern Montana has been
replaced with the faceolihe
King. If you (bought he was
scary now, just wail until he's
visible from the International
Space Station.
All of this aside, building a
NASA base on the moon could be
the first step towards a growth in
technology and scientific knowledge, it is an opportunity we cannot pass up.
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Ohio man sexually
assaults 14 juveniles
By Svtn Guitafson
The Associated Press

MARVIN FONG

AP PHOTO

BAD WEATHER: Authorities work an accident scene after a traclot-trailer carrying automobiles jackkniled on Interstate 76 yesterday near Edinbiftg. Ohio. The multi vehicle crash
closed the highway for about three hours as heavy snow c lused near whiteout conditions,
the state patrol slid

Snowy roads cause
Interstate pileup
l-l)INHlll«,. Ohio (API
A liai
tor-trailer carrying automobiles
jackknifed on Interstate 7(> in
northeast (Ihia yesterday causing
a multi-vehicle crash thai dosed
the highway for three hours as
heavy snow caused neat whiteout
conditions, the state patrol said.
Four people from the accident
wiw treated for minor injuries at
Kobiuson Memorial Hospital in
Ravenna, spokeswoman Christine
Isenbcrg said
About 20 vehicles were involved
the patrol said.
The wreck on ihe eastbound
section oi the Interstate occurred
about 2:20 p.m. between State

Routes 14 and 22f> in I dinhurg.
according to the Ohio State
Highway Patrol
ihe Interstate was closed as
emergency crews tried to make
Iheii way to the scene in neach
erous weather conditions. Il
reopened just alter 5 p.m.
Portage County Sheriff
Duane Kaley issued an advi
sory, warning residents to stay
oil roadways because of dangerous road conditions.
I lean snow had been falling
On parts of northeast Ohio since
earty morning and up toafoot was
expected in some parts by the evening, into early this morning.

DETROIT—An Ohio man and
a convicted murderer have
been charged in the sexual
assaults of 14 juveniles during
the 1970s and 1980s, authorities said yesterday.
The alleged crimes were
uncovered with the help of
a task force Investigating the
"Oakland County Child Killer"
i ase, but authorities cautioned
that the new charges arc not
related lo the unsolved killings
ol the four suburban Detroit
children in 1976 and 1977.
Theodore l.amborgine, 65,
of Parma Heights, Ohio, was
arrested Wednesday in Ohio
on 17 counts and is accused
ol assaulting eight juveniles,
lie was in ihe process of
being extradited to Michigan
for his arraignment.
Wayne County Prosecutor
Kym Worthy authorized 28
counts of criminal sexual
conduct against Richard
lawson. 60. an inmate serving a life sentence without
parole for a 1989 murder
conviction. I le is accused of
assaulting six juveniles.
The men lace a maximum
life in prison if convicted.
"This case reminds us that
child molestation can affect a

victim's life forever," Worthy
said in a statement. "We know
there are probably more victims of Lamborgine and
Lawson, and we urge them to
come forward no maun how
long ago the crime occurred."
Worthy said the charges
are the result of a two-year
investigation.
Lawson was found guilty
of first-degree murder and
armed robbery in March in the
1989 death of ExBVOt Caller. 67.
The owner of a cab company,
where lawson once worked,
was shot and killed outside his

aPPhtjTu

Livonia home
Investigators around the
same time said they hoped
information lawson provided
would lead them to the killer
ofthe four children.
Eleven-year-old Timothy
King, of Birmingham; 12year-old Mark Stebbins. of
I'erndale; 12-year-old Jill
Robinson, of Royal Oak; and
10-year-old Kristine Mihelich,
of Berkley were suffocated
between February 1976 and
March 1977. Their bodies were
found after each went missing for periods ranging from
three to 19 days. Two had been
raped, and one also was shot
in the face with a shotgun.
Officials plan lo hold a news

conference Monday to further
discuss the case.

Don't know what to do
with those old books?
Bring your books into SBX now
—

and get TOP DOLLAR for them!

ED ROBERTS

SEEKING THE TRUTH: Dayton. Ohio Poke Director Julian Davis, led. listens white
Montgomery County prosecutor Mathias Heck Jr announces that he will seek the death
penalty in the trial of China Arnold yesterday in Dayton Arnold is accused of killing her
child, and recent evidence indicates she may have committed the crime using a microwave
oven

Mother accused of killing
baby with microwave
By James Hannah
The Associated Press

DAYTON, Ohio — A woman
suspected of killing her monthold daughter by putting her in
a microwave oven was indicted
on a charge of aggravated murder yesterday, and the prosecutor said he would seek the
death penalty.
1 he indictment agalnsl
China Arnold. 26, does not
provide details on the death of
Paris Talley.
Investigators have said evidence that includes high-heal
Internal injuries and the absence
of external burn marks on the
baby were consistent with a
microwave oven. The baby died
on Aug. 30, 2005,1 ler mother was
arrested last week.
"The Montgomery County
coroner came to the conclusion that ihe injuries sustained
by Ibis baby could have only
been caused by being placed
into a microwave oven and
having that oven turned on
and (cooking) the baby to
death," Montgomery Country
Prosecutor Mathias Heck Ir.
said at a news conference.
Heck declined to discuss a
possible motive or release any
other details about the case. I le

"China has the moral
courage and the
confidence in her
God that the truth
will come out in this
case.
jon Paul Rion | Defense Attorney
said Arnold would be subject to
the death penally if convicted
because the victim was a child.
Defense attorney Ion Paul
Rion said Arnold had nothing
to do with her child's death,
lie said Arnold and the child's
father had lefl Paris with a
babysitter the niglil before she
found the baby unconscious.
"China has ihe moral courage
and the confidence In her God
thai the truth will come out in
thiscase," Rion said. "Uo will seek
evei) single way possible lo communicate to our government and
to ihe jury in ihis case thai t hlna
is Innocent ol all the charges.
Arnold is being held on SI million bond. Heck said he will ask
the court to order her held without bail at a hearing Tuesday.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEWLY INITIATED MEMBERS
OF ALPHA XI DELTA
Brittany Bird
Nicole Boisture
Elizabeth Cecala
Sharon Copper
Brandi De Young
Jes Herrera
Lauren Jones
Sarah Lehman
Lisa Lieb
Stacy McClellon
Samantha Midolo
Maddie Monroe

Stephanie Natusch
Alyssa Nolan
Lindsey Pain
Ashley Perry
Michelle Phillips
Laura Selvaggio
Maggie Sweeney
Tori Trivisonno
Nicole Waller
Alyssa Waters
Rachel Wilt
CarlyWittine
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a holiday
gift idea
By Johnny Payne
Assistant Pulse Editor

Bizarre of hip-hop hi-jinx
group Dl2 rolls into Toledo's
Club Bijou tonight with

We all know that finding the
perfect gift for a friend, family
member or that attractive snowbunny in your biology class can
turn winter break into an unending nightmare. Especially on the
budget of a college student, hunting down that elusive ideal gift
can cause as much stress as the

support from Left 2 Write.
The Pillagers. Divided Sinz
and more. Doors open at 8
p.m. Tickets are $10.

The Arts
Extravaganza

toughest final exam.

kicks off for the third year
in a row tonight from 6
until 10 p.m. Performances
by the theatre and film,
dance, creative writing and
musical arts departments are
scheduled to take place at
the Arts Center on-campus.
Admission is free.

Big Alex's B-Day

PHCrH I

USTRATII

f.-.• i Hi." ..' '

Bash only comes to

STEP ONE—Which medium
do you use: i assette tape or Cl)?

Howard's Club H once a
year. Their most mammoth

Paintball park targets University players

bouncer will be celebrating
with Detroit's Cyril Lords,
Hot Damn!, local flailers

By Mike Robinson
Reporter

patience to play paintball."

Liono and folk-rock solo act
Scotty Karate. $5 gets you in.
and the show starts at 9 p.m.

SATURDAY

Tomassi
hits Howard's Club H this
evening with Subvinyl.
Sarasine and Woo Cha. This
nu-metal spectacular starts
at 9 p.m.

The 40th Annual
Competitions in
Music Performance
continues today at Kobacker
Hall, and features University
students pursuing music
degrees. Finals will begin at
10 a.m. and the winners gala
concert will commence at
8 p.m.

"You have to keep your cool,"
Del-rank said. "You need to have

Paintball fans of Bowling Green
have been turning to George
Gotich for more than 10 years.
Gotich owns and operates Bull
Creek Paintball in Portage.
"We give people a place to play
paintball that is safe and regulated," Gotich said. "So they don't
have to worry about sneaking
into backyards and getting into
trouble."
Bull Creek Paintball, located
only minutes from Bowling
Green, has been operating
since 1994.
Paintball. which has been
growing as a recognized sport for
over 20years, lias a wide fan base.
Groups from the University, families and other teams reserve time
to play on the Bull Creek fields.

Gotich describes Bull Creek as
"family Oriented paintball."
Bull Creek Paintball consists of
six different paintball fields on 30
acres of land in Portage.
The games "hide and go sick
and "capture the Hag" are the
basis of paintball. Two teams face
off against each other and try to
capture the opposing team's flag.
If a player gets shot with a paintball, they are eliminated.
Mike DeFrank, an avid painthall player and University student,
says the game isn't for the weak.

Del rank has been playing
paintball lor 10 years, when his
brother look him to his first
game.
"The first couple of times
I didn't like it. but it definitely
grew on me." DeFrank said. "It's
a thrilling game and even when
you get hit with a paintball it's an
adrenaline rush."
Sean Parmelee, a junior who
enjoys paintball, says the physical nature of the game is most
important.
"It takes a lot, physically, to play
paintball." Parmelee said. "You
have to take the pain of being shot
as well as run fast."
Paintball can he played on flat
land or in the woods. Different
variations on paintball include
scenario games, in which players can play as a character while
completing assigned missions.
A steady group of people
attend Bull Creek each week.
Gotich said.
"Most of our business comes
from private groups," he said.
"On Sundays we get 50 people
or more."
The doors of Bull Creek are
open every Sunday to the public, while weekdays are set aside
for players who have made
reservations.

Students
shoot to
thrill

Spitalfield

leads an all-star screamo

live-fueled "I lappy I lolidays, You
Bastard' would also do nicely
But the ultimate insult would
be including "Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing" In David llassclhnl!
(Note: I his will cause irreparable

lineup tonight at Headlines
in Toledo. Bowling Green's
own Plague the City is set
to perform, as are Punchline.
Valencia and more. Tickets
for the emote-athon are $13.
The show starts at 6 p.m.

Winter Legacies:
Africa and the
Middle East
at the Toledo Museum of
Art features performances,

Finals week is so close students can smell it
By Huther Ri.d.l
Reporter
With finals just around the corner, some essential studying
materials could be the following:
pencils, notebooks, textbooks, Big
Red or Wrigley's gum and maybe
even some mints. If these last few
items seem funny, think again
because they could have a positive influence on final grades.
Overtlie past eight years, Bryan
Raudenbush. associate professor of psychology and director
of undergraduate research at
Wheeling Jesuit University in
Wheeling, W. Va., has researched
the effects of peppermint scents

on people, and in the last six
months, (he effects of cinnamon
scents on people.
"We've done experiments
using Big Red gum,'Raudenbush
said. "We found thai people held
their attention longer and measures of memory were greatei
when eilher a cinnamon scent or
cinnamon gum was used."
Raudenbush explained lhal
when a cinnamon seem is present it creates a better blood How
through the body. This blood
flow runs through the muscles
and (o die brain and (his generates more energy. Thus, more
energv equals more alertness.
"If you're more alert, then

you're more attentive to a
task and do a better job on it,"
Raudenbush said.
Peppermint scents can also
motivate alertness because il
I riggers a part of the brain called
the reiicular activating system.
This is the area of die brain that
"puts us to sleep at night and
wakes us up in the morning.
It's responsible for alertness,"
Raudenbush added.
It's best to use a pure scent,
such as peppermint oil. because
it has a greater effect on the mind
and body, but mints or gums do
the same thing.
"The effect is just not as dramatic, but it's a lot easier to

STUDY TECHNIQUES
From Academic Skills Center at
Dartmouth College
■ Study in a clean environment
■ Study in increments and try not to
cram the night before
■ like breaks
■ Organize and review relevant
notes
■ Study dunng the day or early
evening- it helps to remember
materials better
■ Get enough sleep
■ Avoid large amounts of caffeine
and sugar
See STUDY | Page 8

tours, workshops and
displays. This free event
starts at 7:30 p.m.

New album brings Ekoostik Hookah to Toledo club
By Nick Cirribin.
Reporter

THEY SAID IT
"I have as much
authority as the
Pope. I just don't
have as many
people who
believe it"
GecigeCarlr jcomedm author

PHOTO PROVIDED
Ohio-bred jam band Ekoostik Hookah are
set lo release their new album tn 2007.

likoostik Hookah will be making their long awaited return
to the Toledo area when they
will perform at Club Bijou next
Saturday at 9 p.m.
The band is on tour to support their new album entitled
"It All Comes Together" which
will hit stores in early 2007
accompanied by a live DVD.
The band, which has just
returned from hiatus, formed
in 1991 when they got together once a week to perform on
open stage nights in Columbus

and soon realized that they
were gaining a following.
Ekoostik Hookah's musical style ranges from rock 'n
roll, blues, funk and jazz, and
drummer Brie Lanese says that
is something the band takes
pride in.
Although the band has not
been playing as steadily as
they have in the past, Lanese
says that they are playing more
quality gigs and bigger and
better shows.
One of the "bigger and better
shows" is Hookahville, a festival the band has put on twice
a year since the early 90s in

If you have the means, mix
tapes pack an emotional sucker
punch righi to the heart, probably
because they take so long io ere
ate. However, the functional tape
det k Is .in endangered species In
lllis world nl iPods; make suri'
the tape's recipient can actually
play it before you make it. CDs
will do the trick, but tapes also
provide you with more flexibility,
enabling you to record small snippets nl dialogue or songs hidden
at the end of a track on a CD. For
instance, it would be very difficult
to put Everclear's "Haling You at
Christmas" onto a CD. which
brings us to our next step.
SILPTWO
Do you actually
like this person?
If not. there are several SOflgS
that would surely gel that message across. Everclear's bitter
breakup tune would do line to
lei that special someone know
thai you wouldn't touch them
with a39-and-a-half foot pole, .is
would the accusations on Thurle
Ra\cn scroll's" You'lea Mean One

Mr. Grinch." BUnk-182's expie

SUNDAY

bi

Inevitably, we're advised to
"just make him/her something
yourself," as if thai narrows the
field down at all.
Bill The BG News has got
yOUl back this holiday season
As .i heartfelt, unique and most
importantly inexpensive gesture, a mix-tape or CD can be a
delightfully personal gift sure to
be appreciated... if you execute
it correct ly. That's why we've pro
vided you with this comprehensive guide to creating the perfect
holiday mix.

Legends Valley, just outside of
Columbus.
"It's one of those things that
started off small, we kind of
just threw a party outside and
it went well and people started
camping out," Lanese said.
"Since then it got bigger and
bigger and we got more money
to spend on bigger acts and
we kept getting more people
to tome."
Other musical acts that
shared the stage with F.koostik
Hookah
at
Hookahville
included David Crosby, Blues
See HOOKAH | Page 8

,

harm to your relationship with
this person).
if this person sets your heart
all aflutter, disregard the above
and skip right to Mariah Care) "All I Want for Christmas Is You,'
our generation's seminal holiday love anthem. If you cringed
at reading Carey's name, alternate versions are available from
Crown of Thorns. loghai and
the kidz Bop Kidz. I'd go with
Mariah. Al Green's "III be Home
for Christmas" would also make
a nice substitute for mistletoe, as would Ashanti's "Winter
Wonderland."
STEP THREE - Gel their feet
moving!
Indie gems like Sufjan Stevens'
"Let's Boogie to the Elf Dance"
HI Feist-. I.ci. How a Rose E'er
Blooming" are perfect to slip
in-between love songs, as is oldschool punk rockers The Vandals'
"Oil IotheWorld."
STEP FOUR—Seal the deal.
You can either choose sapp)
love songs to do this, or you can
head straight for the funnybone
with "Smurfing Bells," sung by a
\ illage of blue midgets with a limited vocabulary; tad if you really
want to get old school, try Louis
Armstrong's "Zat You, Santa
Claus?" Nni even Santa would
approach a dude who sounds as
much like a Yeti as Armstrong
dues on this track. Finally, Adam
Sandier s perennial radio favorite,
" I he Chanukah Song" is a nice
change of pace, and a familiar,.
funny tune at that.
11 > as I might, no songs about
Kwanzaa could be located.
STEP FIVE — Adorn your gift
with a meaningful or cute title
and an original Sharpie drawing
to lend it an even more personal
feel.
Well, you're all set. You have
everything you need to melt or
break a heart this holiday season.
So when the malls, the local dollar store and the dumpster fail
to turn up any good gift ideas,
remember the power of the holiday mix-tape.
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Pulse Picks
By Jot Cunningham
Movie Cnric

Top Five Movies over
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get gum or minis Into a test.
Katidcnbush said.
The use of peppermint or
cinnamon scents is just one
tactic students can use to help
them concentrate while studying. Another metlMxl that some
students may or may not have
heard about is studying while
listening to classical music.
Unfortunately for some, this
is an inconsistent technique,
explained Mar\' Natvig, a musicoloriist and associate professor

Music

Music

■ Robert Randolph And The family Band
■ Grade | C

■ ...And You Will Know Us By The Trail
Of Dead
■ Grade | C*

Winter Break

Top Five Christmas
Movies of All Time
1. "It's a Wonderful Life"
(1946)
The quintessential holiday
movie, about a man who is
shown what life would be like If
he had never been born. Not just
one of the greatest Christmas
films, but one of the best movies that has ever been made.
2. "A Christmas Story" (1983)
The classic story about a boy
and his pursuit of his greatest Christmas present. Funny,
original, and perfectly narrated by lean Shepherd, whose
life the events of the movie are
based upon.

3. "Miracle on 34th Street"
(1947)
One of the more iconic of
holiday movies about a mall
Santa who claims to be the real
thing, and has to prove that he
isn't crazy for saying so. This is
one of those films that Is almost
synonymous with Christmas,
and it remains so nearly sixty
years after it was first released,

1. "The Good Shepard"
Robert l)e Niro directs this
film about the founding and
earl) years of the CIA through
the eyes of one of its founders ,ind the effeel it has on
his personal life. Stars Matt
Damon, Angelina lolie and De

Niroas well,
2. "The Good German"
George Clooney stars <is an
American journalist who is
drawn into a murder mystery
in post-World Ward II Germany.
Directed In Steven Soderbergh
of "Ocean's Eleven" fame, and
shot in black and while
3. "Blood Diamond"
The story Of three people
caught up in the search for a
rare stone set along the back
diop ol a civil Wai in the
African countryof Sierra I cone
Directed by Acadcim Award
winning filmmaker Edward
/wick and stars I eonardo
DiCaprio. Djimon Hounsou
and Jennifer Connelly.

4,"Elf" (2004)
Will Ferrell stars as a man
who was raised as an elf in
Santa's workshop and travels
to New York City to be with
his father. Ferrell gives one
of his best all around performances in this film as it
serves as a Christmas classic
for a new generation.

4. "Children ol Men"
futuristic tale about a fol
mer activist (Clivc Owen) who
agrees to help escort the WOI Id's
last pregnant woman lo a group
of scientists in hopes to find a
way 10 restore mankinds .11>iI
ity procreate. Alfonso Ciiarcin
(Harry Potter and the Prisoner
ol Azkaban), one of the best
diret tors to emerge in the past
decade, wrote and directed this
futuristic tale,

5. "Rudolph the Red Nosed
Reindeer" (1964)
The
classic
animated
Christmas movies about the
misfit reindeer and his journey
to find a place where he will be
accepted. Almost impossible
not have seen it at least once
while growing up.

5. "We Are Marshall"
The story about how the
Marshall
University
community deals with the tragicloss of their football learn in a
plane crash. The film was overseen by the people who lived
through the events described
in the film.

"Colorblind'
WHAT DAVE THINKS:
If you've ever wondered why Robert
Randolph and the Family Band's live performances are almost always mentioned
before their studio work "Colorbfcnd." their
latest, effort, might satisfy your curiosity
One of the hardest things for a good
t to do is tiansfer their sound to
rVtthout losing any sizzle, and The
& irvd turn out to be no exception
Despite an all-star cast of supporting
talent. including Enc Clapton and Dave
Matthews, the album just doesnt ihri.
The band's talent is far from in question
Randolph flies around his trademark pedal
steel gurtar. providing blistering solos and
fta .■'!'■)sloes
Bassist DanyeJ Morgan pops, slaps and
slides hr> way to a sold groove, easily supporting the rock R&B or gospel tones the
band migrates to.
But the album as a whole feels str#ned
both by the studio and by time
No songs come close to matching the
epic jams The Farmry Band often indulge
in on tour.
"!■' feels like it was bult
with the overall goal of grwig everybody
jl»t in the mrx
But for a talent like R»xJoJpk on a
relatively unique instrument, the balanced
sound ends up hid<ng hrs work, when all
r
i is to hear him rip into Ins solo.
Songs take on a formula: a mildly ener11 Randolph slides up the
fretboard as a blemish-free voice takes
over.
Repeat this for a few minutes until
the end of the song, where Randolph
attempts to show his many talents by
singing and providing an high-flying outro.
. ery real possibility, though that
these do just fine in a foe setting.
There's |ust no room on the album for
' -*ss or volume of a live show, and
■ iblem
-DaveHenera

atix.su.
This theory of listening to
classic al music is known as 'The
Mozart l-flirt" but "the expert-

"So Divided"

ments have not been replicated,''

WHAT DAVE THINKS:
For most of ther existence. -And You Wl
Know Us By The Trail Of Dead was low on
oVamabcs and much much higher on nose.
Now 12 years into ther career and on
their fifth abum. "So Drvded" the equation
6 reversed Its not a terrble afcturn, and the
band deserves credit for trying to expand
their sound
But it's not there yet. There's a sense of
experimentatcn. with heavy use of piano
here and easygoing, staefcum-worthy nffs
there, but the energy of their past albums
is gone.
Ol course, maybe it's that the abum ores
itself out too soon Opener "Stand n Slence"
(umpsoutwtth a tight focused dnve Drums
and guitars are razor slurp, and lyrics avoid
the o/anotese reeling they fnd later.
It's the dosest they ever get to loud."
though and that ndudes the songs oVawn
out hymn-Ike bridge
"Wasted State of Mind" folows, w*h dramatic (or metodramabc, your pick) piano and
frenetic percussion gives the song a Midde
Eastemfeel It's got a fantastic tension to
it broken just nght by the slowly swinging
chorus
From there the abum jumps al over the
place
"Naked Sun" is agritty stomper. which
makes sense consdenng the bands Austin
lexas home base
The title tracks makes an attempt at some
noise w*h a rolcking drum Ine but the
band keeps cutting it off to try to make the
song into a Coldplay h* with sightly more
cfcstorted guitars
Then theres the bands attempt at Beatlesesque pop "Eight Days of Hef
Coming between a two sbw. moody
pieces us an jolt to the system, especially
bzane considering the bands reputation Its
catchy but makes no sense among the rest
of the songs,
-DaveHerrera

Natvig said.
"Basically, it's not a reliable
conclusion that listening to
classical music helps you study
or increases your IQ." Natvig
added.
Hie Mozart Kflect' is
not reliable science."
Even though Natvig doesn't
recommend students listen to
classical music, she said she

Houses Available for Rent for 2007-2008
422 CLOUGH 2BR Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
S470.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S470 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

146 1/2 MANVILLE I BR Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.
S44O.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $440 00. Lease May 12,
2007 to May 3, 2008

424 CLOUGH 3BR Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
S705.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $705.00.
Lease May 12, 2007 to May 3, 2008

150 1/2 MANVILLE 2BR. Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.
S440.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $440.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

221 S. COLLEGE 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S816.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $816.00.
Lease May 12, 2007 to May 3, 2008

806 SCOTT HAMILTON 4 BR Limn 3 people. Limit 3 cars
SI, 100 00 per month plus utilities, deposit SUOO.OO.Lease May 12,
2007 to May 3, 2008

722 EIGHTH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00
Lease May 12, 2007 to May 3,2008

830 SCOTT HAMILTON 3BR.2baths Limit5people
Limit 5 cars $925.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S925.00.
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3,2008

629 ELM 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$885 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $885 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

831 SCOTT HAMILTON Units «A and «B - Duplex. 2BR,
1 Bath each unit. Limit 4 people per unit. S810.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $810 00 Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

710 ELM 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S740.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $470 00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.

605 SECOND #A 4BR. Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars.
$780.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $780.00.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.

614 FOURTH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840 00
Lease May 12, 2007 to May 3, 2008

715 SECOND 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S795 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $795.00.
Lease May 12. 2007 to May 3, 2008

219 W. EVERS 3BR Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
$800 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $800.00.
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3. 2008

712 SECOND #B 2BR Duplex. Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.
S690 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $690.00.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.

327 E. EVERS #A and #B Duplex 2BR. each unit
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. S690.00 per month plus Utilities.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

723 SIXTH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S560 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00.
lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

614 FOURTH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840 00
Lease May 12. 2007 to May 3,2008

303 S. SUMMIT 4BR. Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars.
SI, 140.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $1,140.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

117 GEORGIA 3BR. Limit3 people. Limit3 cars
$840 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00
Lease May 12, 2007 to May 3,2008

246 TROUP 4BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$1,155.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI,155.00
Lease August 15,2007 to August 9,2008

"hopes everyone does well on
their exams whether they listen
lo music or not."
So. the peppermint and
cinnamon scents helping to
improve alertness could be
a great method to use while
studying and also taking an
exam, and b] all means, if listening to classical music does
help you concentrate, keep at
it. These are only a few ways to
help .indentsstudy.
Richard Anderson, associate professor in the psychology department at the
University, suggested some

HOOKAH
I ravelei and George Clinton,
among many others.
Through touring for the
past fifteen years, the hand
has managed to release eight
albums with their ninth scheduled for an early release in 2007.
"It All Comes Together," is actually a rerecorded version of

(NOT VALIO WITH COUPONS)

Children 3-10: SJ.00

DINNER BUFFET $7.95
Friday & Saturday
Crab Legs Night $8.95

N EWLOVE
1£e*l &tf*te. 1*c.

1'

INSIDE: for the lull version of this
story visit www renews com

LUNCH BUFFET $5.75
Drink SI.05 Children .110: S5.00

-.-JOHN

k

STUDENTS
GET 10% OFF
WITH STUDENT ID

140 1 /2 MANVILLE 2BR. Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.
Above a garage $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560 C
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

I I I I

cuts with the live cuts lo create
"It All Comes Together."
Next Saturday, fans in the
Toledo will be able to hear a lot
of those cuts off the new album
as well as many fan favorites, but
not even lanese knows what to
expect everydtne his band lakes
I he stage.
There is a lot of energy in
our jams. We are never playing
the same music," the drummer
slid, "It is always a different set
lisi every single night, so every
night is a different show. It is
hard to say how it is going to turn
Out, some nights are more rocking and some nights are more
mellow."
Ally Artis, manager of Club
Bijou, is glad to have the band
back idler a long hiatus.
"We have had them perform
here before and they are a
great band," Aras said. They
are just ecliptic, they are very
talented musicians."

From Page 7

the studio and then we recorded
for two nights live in studio."
l-'ans were invited down to
the Atlanta studio and the band
played live in front of 200 people

329 E. WOOSTER #B 3BR apt. Limit3 people. LimiOcars.
$620.00 per month plus utilities.
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3.2008.

-II

and they combined the studio

their first releaseI he hand decided to re-record
their first album because of the
technology that will allow the
album to sound more modern.
"Our lirst album. I he recording wasn't that great. Inn the
songs were. So with the way
things are now and technology
we went in and we played and
re-recorded our songs that were
from twelve years ago." Umese
s.nil ."Wedidacotipleof Ihemin

You Want it? We Got it!

232 LEHMAN 3BR. 1 1/2 bath duplex Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $620.00.
Lease August 16.2007 to August 9,2008

other tips for students.
"It helps to study information In the same type of environment that |a studentl will
he in when they take the exam
because retrieval cues that are
in the study environment can
prompt the memory," he said.
Anderson explained that
studying in a classroom is betterthan studyingin abedroom,
and studying "in the same
classroom that you'll be taking
the exam in is better than just
any classroom."
Anderson also advises students organize materials and
study in sessions rather than
trying to study everything in
one sitting. Making outlines
of materials and writing notes
in ways that make sense to the
student are other ways that can
help when studying.
Other than just studying,
Salenc ( owlier. a graduate professor at Bdmboro University
of Pennsylvania, said positive
thinking can help a student
achieve better grades. If a student has negative thoughts running through their head, this
will affect the way they study.
"lithe student says, i am going
to succeed on this,' but they still
have those tapes |of negative
thoughts playing in their mind,
that will get in the way of their
sin cess." I lowlier added.
Cowher also suggested students lo get adequate rest and
avoid caffeine or sugary foods
while studying because they have
an "initial joll of energy, hut then
have, i clc inner effect later on."
"I also encourage studenis m
take a breather and close their
eyesfcra few minutes and think of
something |X)sitive before studying," Gtwher said.

STUDY

■ ■

I I I I

' L' sj I' Li111 :11: ■I
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco'Bell)
Renlail Office: 419-354-2260
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
www johnnewloverealestate com

"We've got a place for everyone!"

'JJ

SUNDAY ALL DAY BUFHi I 17.99

r

—

—

COUPON

-ir

-

C<X

| $1.00 OFF || $1.00 OFF
ANY LUNCH

ANY DINNER

TEL: (419) 353-1688

FAX: (419) 354-1689
1216 N. Main St. «101
BOWLING GREEN

_

HOURS:
"I Mon. -Thurs.: 11:00am lo 10:00pm
Fri. i Sat.: 11:00am to 10.30pm
|
Sunday: 11:00am to 0:00pm

I Old Town H Old Town I
I Buffet || Buffet |
Cn4 On* Cou«or
p.,(u«o™.

C«n« Of* CflhCen
P.c.10™.

I E ifwea. Jan 20 2006 11 Empires Jan 20. 2006 |
Open
Open
| Thanksgiving 11 Thanksgiving |
JiT"!.

•

Jk

J^°°^

j |*or» Parting a Entrance In Reaij
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They're on the map
Falcons receiving national recogntion with big wins
VOLLEYBALL
Gothke named to
All-Mideast Region
Team
The All-Mideast Region
volleyball team was chosen
this week and Bowling
Green Senior setter Chrissy
Gothke was given honorable
mention. The Mid-American
conference was represented
by a total of four players
honored. Gothke steered
the Falcon offense to one of
its most productive seasons
in school history. Bowling
Green's 16.13 kills/game, .267
hitting percentage and 14.81
assists/game all ranked in the
nation's top 30 at the end of

By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

T\vo straight Mid-American Conference
Championships, a 25-game win streak
in the conference, and three l.OOO-point
scorers. Those are some statistics that
could satisfy any fan of a mid-major women's basketball program. At BG, it seems
as though the sky is the limit.
Wins over Temple and Indiana have
the Falcons ranked No. 22 in the USA
Today Coaches Poll. On Tuesday when
the poll comes out, the Falcons may
surpass their previous high in the poll
which was No. 20.
BG was 9-19 in Curt Miller's first season.
Since then he's won ninety games and
with a win tomorrow, he'll reach the century mark. Miller admits that it happened
a lot sooner than he may have thought
during the 2001-02 season.
"One hundred wins seems a long way
away when you're starting out and you
have nine wins," Miller laughed. "It's pretty exciting to almost be at 100. The other
day, we all glanced at the No. I ball and

said 'it doesn't seem that long ago that we
got No. 1."'
It almost seems fitting that Miller would
be talking about his 100th win with the
Falcons just one day after he coached his
100th game with BG's current senior class.
Ali Mann, Liz llonegger, Carin Home,
Megan Thorburn and Amber Flynn have
a record of 78-21 at BG and have won the
past two MAC regular season and tournament championships.
"It's an amazing ride and we've won
70-percent of our games since that class
arrived on campus. So it's been a fun run
and certainly we don't want it to end anytime soon," Miller said.
Miller almost always gives his staff
credit for his success. Yesterday was
no different.
"The blueprint was set out all the way
back when I hired my staff. I went out and
looked for people to surround myself that
were passionate about the game and that
loved to recruit," Miller said." I have just
an absolutely tremendous staff that loves

FLYING HIGH
TOP RANK: The Falcons are
ranked 22rd in the-USA Today
Coaches Poll. Their highest-ever
ranking in the pol is 20th.
HOT HAND: U Honegger now
has made 20 of her 32 three-point
attempts
DOMINANT: BG is outsconng
opponents by an average of 81-56
GETTING TO THE POINT
Achtw (left) and Jasmine MeCall(above)
have been a great platoon at point guard
for BGSU They have combwd for a 4:5
assist-to-lurnover rate
DEADLY COMBO(BELOW): With
Cann HOITK? (faf left;. Whitney Taylor
(middle left). Ali Mann (middle right) and
Liz Honegger (far right) on the floor, opponents are forced to pick their poison

See WOMEN | Page 10

the regular season.

HOCKEY
CCHA Midseason
Take a look at our breakdown
of the Falcons and their
conference at the halfway
point | Page 10

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:
at Alaska-Fairbanks; 11 p.m.

TOMORROW
Hockey:
at Alaska-Fairbanks; 11 p.m.
Men's Basketball:
vs. Central Arkansas; 2 p.m.
Women's Basketball:
at St. Bonaventure; 4:45 p.m.
Gymnastics:
Orange & Brown Scrimmage;
2 p.m..

QUOTABLE
'100 wins seems a long way
away when you're starting
out m that first year and you
have nine wins. You start to
do your math and you coach
ten years and you're still not
to lOO.Jt doesn't seem that
long ago that we got number
one."
-Curt Miller on his chance for

BG looks to extend their three-game streak
By John Turner
Sports Editor

his 100th win at BG Saturday
against St. Bonaventure

OUR CALL
The List
The BG News honors Larry
Bird on his 50th birthday
with the top five reason
why he's one of the all-time
greatest basketball players of
all time.

The 4-2 BG men's basketball
team will look to extend its three
game winning streak tomorrow
at Anderson Arena when it takes
-on Central Arkansas.
The game will conclude a five
game homestand for the Falcons
in which they won three of the
first four contests. The game will
be ar2 p.m. and is the first ever
meeting between the two teams.
BG coach Dan Dakich is preparing the team much the same
he did for previous opponents

"Our defense in the second half was so bad
against Arkansas State. It looked like a Rec
Center game of guys playing defense."
Dan Dakich I BG Coach
Arkansas State and Troy, stating the similarities between the
teams on tape are stunning.
"Central Arkansas is a team
almost exactly like the last
two teams we've played,"
Dakich said.
Central Arkansas is in its first
season as a Division-1 program,

competing out of the Southland
Conference While the team is
only 3-5, two losses have come
in overtime, and a third game
came down to three points.
Before BG is ready to take on
Central Arkansas, Dakich would
like to see drastic improvement
in the team's defensive capa-

bilities, going as far as saying
their defense has "regressed"
in recent games. In Monday's
game against Arkansas State, the
Falcons defense allowed over 40
points in the second half.
"Our defense in the second
half was so bad against Arkansas
State," Dakich said. "It looked
like a Rec Center game of guys
playing defense."
"We have to get |the defensel
a little bit sured up — a lot of bit
sured up."
On the offensive side of the ball

FALCON FACTS
STREAKING: The Falcons
have won three in a row for the
first time since last December.
FIRST TIME: Central
Arkansas is in its first year as
a Division-I program They
are part of the Southland
Conference

See FALCONS | Page 11

1. Cold as ice: When
the game was on the line,
Larry was fearless.

2. Tenacious D': It
was never easy to get by
Larry Bird or shoot over him.

3. Mean Streak: If
you look at him wrong, hell
probably knock your head off.

4. The shorts: They
more than likely invented
the thong when they cut a
couple inches off Larry Bird's
shorts.

5. The 'stache: You've
heard of the'trash stash'
have you? Larry Legend
invented it.

Gymnasts hope for good health and performance
ByAd.mMi.zin
Reporter

When every season starts,
everyone involved hopes for two
things to happen: for everyone to
perform at the highest level and
for everyone to stay healthy. For
BG's gymnastics team, both of
these have been absent the past
couple years.
In fact, one can even say the
plethora of injuries sustained
through the years limited a talented BG team in the past. This year,
hopes are high as the team returns
talented upperclassmen and adds
a competent grade of freshmen to
combine for winning results.

"We could be a .500 team or better, which would be great because
we have not done that in awhile,"
said Coach Dan Connelly. "We
need to stay healthy first because
every year since 2002, we have not
been able to stay healthy. That has
led to us being pretty mediocre."
But, Coach Connelly believes
the team has the talent to win the
MAC. They just need to be at their
best and healthy.
"We have a nice mixture of
upperclassmen and freshmen
that we feel can be a key to our
success," said Connelly. "Our
upperclassmen are our core,
led by our captains Karly Yohe,
Bethany Kenel and SakuraTomita.

Our freshmen have been great, as
we have three of them working
on all four events. We are going to
put our best six on each event, no
matter what their class."
"Everyone is doing well so far,"
said Kenel. "Most of us are ready
for the season, which is something that wasnt true in the past.
We have fought through injuries
before, and we have to get through
the aches and pains to have success this year."
The team should not have any
problems with each other, though.
Coach Connelly sees great team
chemistry during some "outstandSee GYMNASTS; Page 10

«i NEWS FU PHOTO
FLIPPIM': Jayme Stambaugh performs on the uneven bars last season She hopes to help
the Falcons win a MAC Championship this season
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Conference is top heavy at halfway point
iami, Michigan, Notre Dame sit at the top while BG, NMU and Ferris State struggle
By Ch.yi. H.ld
Reporter

The Central Collegiate Hotkey
Association is at the midpoint
of the season and is once again
one of the strongest conferences
in the country with six teams
in the latest USCIIO.com/CSTV
Division I Men's Poll. Here is
a look at all 12 teams as they
approach the crucial second half
of the season.
1, No. 4 Miami (13-5-0.9-3-0)
— The defending regmnlai season champion
Redhawks
are at the top of
the league standings at the halfway.
Miami's high-powered offense
is led by uppcrclassmen Ryan
Jones and Nathan Davis who
share the conference lead in
goals with 14. Miami also boasts
the league's second-ranked
defense at -.33 goals per game.
Goalie Jeff ZatkofT has a stellar 2.26 goals against average.
Miami swept BG in the teams'
two regular-season meetings
this war. They'll meet again In a
Dec. 29 non-conference game at
Nationwide Arena In Columbus.

2. No. 7 Michigan (12-5-0.
8-3-0) — The
m^ ^p
Wolverines have
relied on the
CCHA's highestscoring offense
at 4.35 goals per game
to put themselves two points
out of first place. Their offensive onslaught is led by CCHA
November player of the month
Kevin Porter. Porter is currently fourth in the nation with 1.71
pointspergame. Michiganand
BG will meet twice this year.
3.No.5NotreDame(12-3-l,72-1) — Relying on
JP^JJ
the nation's best

||\|l

defense

JLsM^
A m^

goals per game.
Notre Dame is
just three points
behind Miami in the standings. Goaltender David Brown
is second in the nation with a
1.45 goals against average and
.95 save percentage to anchor
the defensive-minded Irish.
Notre Dame swept their first
two meetings with BG in South
Bend in early November and
will travel to Bowling Green for
another pair of games in the
first weekend of February.

4. Ohio State (5-8-3, 5-5-2) the round of eight in last year's
— After suffering NCAA tournament. Forward
through a down Tim Kennedy who is currently
year last year, 12th in scoring with 18 points
the Buckeyes are leads MSU's scoring attack. The
back in the CCHA Spartans and Falcons have a
mix. Freshman home-and-home series to finish
goaltender Joseph the conference regular-season
schedule.
Palmer has been solid in net
7.
No.
with a 2.77 goals against average in conference play. OSU
II^E i'1
Uaska
Fairbanks (6-4swept BG by the scores of 9-3 U-i^l
and 4-1 in Bowling Green ear- uNivr«ii»of*iAJ«A 4, 4-3-3) — The
FAIRBANKS Nanooks were
lier this season.
picked to finish
5. No. 20 Lake
Superior State seventh in the CCHA this year
(10-5-1, 5-4-1) and that is exactly where they
— LSSU is led by find themselves at the midpoint
the CCHA's top in the season. Goaltender Chad
returning goal- Johnson is ranked 13th in the
tender. Jeff Jakaitis, whose .949 nation in goals against average
save percentage is tied for sec- at 2.18 and the UAF power play
ond in the nation, trailing only is third in the CCHA at 21 perDan Rosen of Brown University. cent. UAF and BG will meet for
BG split with Lake Superior two games this weekend in the
to earn the Falcons their only Great Northwest and two more
in Northwest Ohio in the last
league win thus far.
6. No. 15 Michigan State weekend of January.
8. Western Michigan
Spartans (7-7-1, 5-5(6-7-1,5-7-1) — After
^^p^ 1) — The Spartans
finishing in llth
0$pr
find themselves in
place last season,
fr^fet the middle ol the
the Broncos find
I Wf^ pack in the CCHA
themselves tied
after advancing to

WOMEN

Norrena a ray of hope
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Goaltender Fredrik Norrvna's
propensity to chase down errant
pucks behind the net sometimes
lakes his Columbus Blue Jackets
teammates by surprise.
But lately it's the 33-year-old
rookie's play in front of the goal
that has been surprising — he's
stopped 63 shots in back-toback shutouts.
Playing with Norrena was
an adjustment for Columbus
defenders not used to a goalie
who ventures away from the net
to challenge opponents or chase
down shots.
. "It took us defensemen a little while to get used to playing
with him back there, because he
doesn't want you to come and get
the puck, he wants you to peel off
so he can get it to you," Anders
Eriksson said.
Norrena's confidence with the
puck stems from his days growing up in Pietarsaari, Finland,
where he scored goals and played
center before donning the bulky
pads and embarking on a career
as a goalie.

"He's 53 years old. He
knows what the energy
is, what the tempo is.
He's a sharp guy."
Ken Hitchcock | Columbus coach
Norrena's strong play recently gives the Blue Jackets a wonderful dilemma: How to split
time between two goalies that
have both stopped shots and
performed well on the current
road trip.
"He's a very experienced
goaltender,"
coach
Ken
Hitchcock said. "He's 33 years
old. He knows what the energy is, what the tempo is. He's
a sharp guy."
Norrena, acquired in June
from Tampa Bay after spending 13 years playing in Finland
and Sweden, made 42 saves
Tuesday again st the Avalanche,
including a one-on-one in
which he charged five feet
out of the goal to smother )oe

From Page 9

Sakic's wrist shot.
"He's a hot goaltender right
now, no question about it,"
Avalanche right winger Milan
llejduksaid.
In nine appearances this
season, Norrena is 3-4 with
a .924 save percentage. He
adds to his value on the ice by
being a vocal defensive leader
unafraid to shout directions
and encouragement to his supporting cast.
"I saw almost all of the
pucks, and the guys did a great
job clearing the rebounds,"
Norrena said. "I just felt really
comfortable back there."
The breakout games have
forced Norrena into stiff
competition for playing time
with regular goalie Pascal
Leclaire. Leclaire turned in
strong performances in his
last two outings, stopping
61 of 64 shots in losses to
Vancouver and Calgary.

Trinity United
Methodist Church

FREE small coffee with B(iSU Student ID!
musl In in;;-lud, nl II)

to recruit and is passionate
about recruiting"
Miller also cited the ability he and his staff have had
to find players who weren't
as highly recruited that
have potential.
"We've targeted overachievers and kids that
have fallen under the radar
and fortunately some of the
most competitive kids I've
ever been around," Miller
said. "As the dreamer conferences chase after dreamer kids we try to get kids that
they're going to regret not
getting before they come
back and try to get them."
M( I si d I has games against
Duke and Delaware before
delving into a tough MAC
schedule, both of which
are tough opponents. Duke
is ranked No. 4 in both the
AP and Coaches Poll with
a 7-0 record and Delaware
who is 7-1 and is receiving

with five other teams in CCHA
with 11 points. Freshman forward Mark Letestu is sixth in
the CCHA in scoring. WMU
comes to the BG Ice Arena for
two games against the Falcons
Ian. 5-6.
9. NebraskaOmaha (6-7-4,
5-6-1) — After
two wins last
weekend at BG, the
Mavs find themselves in a fourway tie for the fifth spot in the
CCHA. Defending CCHA player
of the year, forward Ryan Parse,
is fourth in the league in scoring
with 18 points and has served
time as a defensemen due to
injuries. UNO will host BG Jan
12-13 to finish the season series.

10. Northern
Michigan
(7\2§? 8-2, 4-5-1) — A
fourth-place finish last year has not
translated into success for the Wildcats so far this
season. Northern ranks secondto-last in overall team offense at
2.41 gpg, trailing only Bowling
Green. NMU goaltender Bill
/anil IOI i i has been solid, posting
a 2.60 goals against average. The

votes in both polls.
Delaware was one of just
three Falcon losses last
season.
The Falcons can't overlook the task at hand
though. They'll travel to St.
Bonaventure, NY this weekend. The Bonnies have potential, and Miller is aware of the
type of basketball they play.
"They bring a unique style,
they do a really good job of
getting you spread out. Their
movement, very similar to
Oakland, can hurt you in the
fact that if you get caught in
screens," Miller said. "If you're
not ready they can dribble
penetrate you and when you
come with help they kick lout
to the perimeter]. They play
to their strengths."
St. Bonaventure is 44 on the season and is led
by senior forward Audrey
Latendresse. In their most
recent action, the Bonnies
beat Cleveland State to end a
12-game road losing streak.
Latendresse scored 22 points
and pulled off 10 rebounds.

at

Management Inc.
""•'"ions!
11:30- Contemporary

#

Sfrvict

rT*
MYtES BAHfB STREET

•Our special blend coffees and tea packs make
perfect holiday gifts!
•Fresh pastries, tarts, delicious coffees & teas
•Quiet place to relax and study

200 North Summit Street
Uowlv* Crtwn. Ohio 4*402-2527

Wildcats and Falcons meet Jan.
19-20 in Marquette, Mich, for
the teams' only regular-season
matches this season.
11. Ferris State
(4-10-1,
2-8-1)
— Special teams
play has plagued
the Bulldogs so far
this season. Ferris
State is llth on the power play
(.154) and eighth on the penalty
kill (.809). Scoring has also been
a problem for FSU. The Bulldogs
host BG Feb. 16 through 17 for a
pair of conference games.
12. Bowling Green
(3-12-1,
1-9-0)
— Stuck in an eightgame losing streak.
the longest since the
1990-1991 BG squad
lost 14 straight, the lakoas find
themselves in last place. A lack of
offensive production (1.60 goals
per game in league play) and the
league's worst scoring defense
(4.50goals per game in league play)
has haunted BG all year. With 18
conference games remaining, the
Falcons will have to rum around
their season quickly to make any
noise in tlie CCHA this year.

GYMNASTS
From Page 9
ing practices." The group is said
to be very cohesive and a lot of
fun to coach.
"We can go as far as winning the
MAC this year," said Kenel. "We have
been working hard in practice and we
expect to be good. The freshmen have
a lot of talent and our big senior class
has the leaders we need. We need to
be more mentally focused than in
years past as well."
With all of these ingredients, the
team must hope for die best when the
new season begins. This is the team
that can overcome a rash of injuries
and poor performances to have a
great year in the MAC. Gymnastics
may again be a force at BG if matters
go right for this team.
The team will have its first scrimmage 2 p.m. Saturday at Eppler
Center. After the brown and orange
scrimmage, gymnasts take a month
break before returning to the floor
Ian. 13 at Eastern Michigan. For the
team to reach expectations, they
need to avoid injuries and win
their MAC matches.

1045 IN. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

• Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments
• Renting for 2007-2008
• www.meccabg.com

PIWK4I9-UJ-903I

A* 419-3534191
r-mail inmiyu wenct oni
and Pnxiaiminn Christ
at the Heart of Hm-iinx Green

I'IUIMIH;

VhiiNllAXikMxiii

434 E. Wooatrr • 4I9-J52-9160
<Op| N I AMY UNTIL] yi'M*

semi Forn131
Now Renting
For 2007
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
...and many more apartments and houses

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Catla Bertoldi & Jim "Marlboro Man" Hartman III
Bam & Fluke
Lindsey Pain & Cory Badenhop
Mia Beer & Bradley Beer
Chiista Fitch & Kyle Pechak
Jessica Beane & Mike Gallagher
Melissa Katuscak & Dan "Clippty Clop" DeGrace
Alyssa Nolan & Jake Riley
Shannon Zavracky & Tony Chatles Moino
Kelly Eagle & Eric Raymond
Jacqueline Kovach & Joey Btuno
Kara Englefteld & Adam Keller
Jaqueline Nagy & Craig Mack
Jordan Prugar & Nick Adkins
JesHerrera&Oate
Brandi DeYoung & Date
Stephanie Natusch & Date
Nicole Boisture & Mike Hughes
Michelle Phillips & Dave Hurd
Maddie Munroe & Date
Stacy McClellon & Date
Rachel Wilt & Date
Alyssa Waters & Date
Caitlin McTaggart & Greg Baron
Carry WittineS Carl Heinz
Lauren Jones & Ryan Geeves

lu

2006

Ashley Perry & Ian Coldiron
Sharon CopperS Date
Nicole Barretts Drew Holpuch
Megan Wray& Date
Steph Lekas & Ryan Otto
Laura SelvaggioS Date
Steph Schafer & Brady Ouinn
Taryn Evans & Josh lunsford
Jeni Holden & Eliot Bennie
Megan Vokish & Eric Schmidt
Kate Guzik & David Michael Ciminelli
Jessica Battioto & Matthew Benucci
Kali Wulff & Chris Swanson
Tierre Boose & Mark Emerson
Sam Midilo & Zac Ankrom
Karina Costello & Dylan Shepard
Maggie Sweeney & Nick Cifani
Sherry ZajecS Tyler Graham
Tori Trivisonno & Date
Jess Dill & Nate "Boy Band"Portik
Heidi Bollin & Date
Steph Hayes & Date
Sarah Lehman & Date
Denise Meyer & Chris"Jigs"Gigliotti
Kim Becka & Aaron H.
Amanda Allen & Danny O'Dell
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Trades and signings continue in
Florida as Bonds remains unsigned
By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press
LAKE BUIiNA VISTA, Pla.
— Barry Bonds and the San
Francisco (Hants worked lo
close a deal yesterday, hij>hllghting a week at the baseball winter meetings that
ended with just one major
trade and only a handful of

free-agent signings.
With most executives already
gone, word came that Bonds
was Hearing tin agreement to
re-sign with San Francisco.
"We met with the Giants
today and made significant
progress," said Bonds' agent,
Jeff Korris. "We're going to
talk to them again tonight and
we're optimistic."
Bonds has 734 home runs
and is 22 from breaking Hank
Aaron's career record, lie has
played 14 seasons for the Giants
and is coming off a $90 million,
five-year contract.
I he 42 year-old free agent
is a seven-time Ni. MVP and
despite steroids allegations, is a
Ian favorite in the Bay Area.
But there wasn't a lot of
other action.
I ree-agenl ace Barry ZitO
wasn't close to signing and
Manny Ramirez remained
with the Boston lied Sox.
Kansas ( ii\ in,uli' ,i big move
on the final day. agreeing to a
$55 million, five-year contract
with right-hander Gil Meche.
Also, backup first baseman Daryle Ward reached a
preliminary agreement with
the Chicago Cubs on a $1.05
million, one-year deal and
the Atlanta Braves completed
their deal lo acquire reliever Rafael Soriano from the
Seattle Mariners for pitcher
Hni.ii io Ramirez.
Houston and the White Sox
talked about a trade that would
send Ion Garland to the Astros

ERIC RISBERG
WANTED MAN: Bonds and the Giants moved closer to reaching an agreement
Thursday night, with the sides hoping lo complete a deal that would keep the controversial slugger in the Bay Area.

New York Mets general manager Omar Minaya said. "Usually,
my experience is a domino
effect. Once guys start getting
off the board, all the back and
forth goes out the window and
people -ay. I ley, let's gel a dra!
done.' The agents don't want
to get shut out and the teams
don't want to get shut out. So
I expect here in the next two
weeks there's going to be a lot
of action. Free agents and signings. Fverybody seems to be
hesitant to do something."
Later that night, about two
dozen free agents faced a
midnight deadline to accept
salary arbitration offers from
their former teams. Milwaukee
announced early in the day
thai infielder Tony Graffanino
had accepted its offer.
Also, a pair of relievers
seemed to lie moving toward
decisions: Eric Gagne and
Octavio Hotel. Cincinnati liked
Gagne and Boston was interested in Uotel.
As team officials headed

for outfielder Willy Taveras.
pili her Taylor Buchiiol/. and a
prospect. But the deal wasn't
announced, perhaps because
Chicago didn't like Buchholz's
medical reports.
it was probably more laying
the groundwork that) in the
past," Toronto Blue lays general
manager I.I'. Ilicciardi said.
"I think you'll see more
things happen in the next few
weeks. I think there's a lot of
free agents falling in place. I
think once those have fallen
in place, I think guys will start
working some other stuff."
At the podium in the
Dolphin hotel, only one
trade was announced: The
White Sn\ sent siarler Freddy
Garcia to Philadelphia on
Wednesday night for pitching
prospects Gavin Floyd and

Gio Gonzalez,
In the suites upstairs, many
swtips were discussed.
"I think you're going to see
in the next two weeks, there's
going to be a wave of moves,"

home, several signings were
in various stages of working
their way toward final agreements: outfielder J.D. Drew and
shortstop lulio Lugo (Boston),
pitcher lason Schmidt and
outfielder Luis Gonzalez (Los
Angeles Dodgers), pitcher Greg
Maddux (San Diego) and pitcher Vicente Padilla (Texas).
Cubs general manager lim
Hendry remained behind, hospitalized following an angioplasty. Hendry had ignored
several pleas from manager
Lou Piniella and special assistant Gary Hughes to see a doctor earlier in the week.
Team physician Stephen
Adams sent the 51-year-old
GM to an Orlando-area hospital for tests and Piniella drove
Hendry there.
But Hendry kept closing
deals, finishing up a S40 million, four-year agreement with
pitcher Ted Lilly on Wed nesday
night from the hospital.
Piniella
and
myself,
we were the first of many,"
Hughes said.
"It took him a while to get
to the hospital because he
thought it was more important
to worry about the Rule 5 draft,
Lilly, whatever. His priorities
were skewed."
In yesterday's draft of players off Triple-A rosters, troubled outfielder losh Hamilton
wound up with Cincinnati.
After the Cubs plucked the 25year-old Hamilton from Tampa
Bay, they sent him to the Beds
for cash.
Hamilton was the overall
No. 1 pick in the 1999 amateur draft. He missed two seasons because of injuries and
unspecified personal issues,
two more when he was suspended in February 2004 for
violating baseball's drug policy
and much of 2006 because of
an injured left knee.
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FALCONS
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die Falcons have looked impressive of late, but will be missing
their second leading scorer,
Lrik Marschall, for at least one
month after he fractured a foot
in the team's last game. Picking
up the slack will be freshmen
(Ins Polk and Marc Larson,
who are expected to get the
majority of Marschall's minutes in his absence.
Always reliable for quality
minutes on offense is senior
Martin Samarco. During the
current homestand, Samarco

is averaging 27 points and five
rebounds per contest. On the
season. Samarco's 23.2 points
per game is good for 17th in
the nation and first in the MidAmerican Conference.
While numerous players have
shown the ability to produce
quality minutes in games, Dakich
has the difficult task of balancing
out time for the starters with a
fairly deep cast of reserves. Six
games into the season, nine
players are averaging 10 minutes
or more, which is something he'd
like to see more of.
"My plan is to play as many
guys as we can play," Dakich
said.

Quinn takes Maxwell,
Smith gets O'Brien
l,\kl. BIII.NA VISTA. I la. (AP)
— Notre I )ame quarterback Brady
Quinn won the Maxwell Award as
the player of the year Thursday
nighl.beatingoul lleisman Trophy
favorite Troy Smith al the College

Quinn

FootbaD Awards show

winner.

Quinn and Smith, the Ohio Stale
quarterback, and Arkansas running back Darren Miladdcn are
BnaBsts lot the lleisman, which
will lie handed out Saturday night
in New York.
Smith won the Davi-y O'Brien
Award as the nation's Ix-st quarterback and earlier in the day was
honored :is plavei of the vear by
the Waller (lamp Foundation.

"I am extreme!-, overwhelmed
and -ii ,i loss for words righi now,"
said Smith, who led the topranked Buckeyes lo a licrth in (he

HI

Snatfonaldiampionshipgame

against Florida on Ian. 8. "I can
remember last year Vince Young
clutching the I >a\ ey ()Brien Award
and it meant so much to him.
When you add the Walter Camp
Award lo that, its amazing.
"Vlnce's team went on to win
the national championship after
he won the Davcy OBrien, and
Ihats exactly what I'm looking to
do. Tlicres nothing wrong with
leaving legacies like that."

Brady
This seasons
Maxwell Award

The Big Ten offensive playei
of the year Smith led Ohio State
to a 12-0 record with 2,740 total
J aids. I le threw a school-record 30

touchdown passes and led die Big
Ten in passing efficiency.

Quinn passed for 3,278 and 35
touchdowns this season, leading
the I ighling Irish (10-2) to a Sugar
Bowl bid. None Dame will face
I .SI I (iii Ian Sin New (li leans.
He is the fifth Notre Dame
player to win the Maxwell and
first since defensive lineman
Itoss Browner in 1977.
Mcladden, a sophomore who
led Arkansas to the Southeastern
Conference title game, won the
Doak Walker Award as the nation's
best mmiing back. He is the first
SF.C player to win the award since
(lei irgia's Garrison 1 learst in 1992.
"This is a tremendous honor
because I know then1 are a lot ol
great running backs out there."
said Mi ladden.

Today in Sports History...
1963 - CBS introduced the first-ever "Instant Replay" during
the Army-Navy football game.
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John Lennon was shot four times in the back by Mark
Chapman who had asked the former Beatle for his
autograph only hours before he laid in wait and killed him.

brought to you by

'

■

1B

Chapman pleaded guilty to gunning down Mr Lennon and is
currently serving life in Attica prison near New York. In October 2004 he
failed for the third time to secure his release.
i
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Help Wanted

Personals

43

'BARTENDING' up to S300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided

FOOTBALL ON
THE BIG SCREEN

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

City Events

ALL WEEKEND

THE HUGEWORLD PROJECT"!
Fri. Dec 8.21.
Nale & Wally's Fishbowl
149 E. Woosler. BG. OH
Listen @www hugewotldproject.com

Wanted
A tree months rent Subleaser wanted for Spring Semester. 2 bedroom
house. $220 mo .ulil 419-409-1763

Services Offered
Pregnant? Confidential, free S professional testing BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673
Sanderson Stables
A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons. Web Based Distance
Learning. Training. Workbooks.
& Educ Activities Since 1982
We provide credit &
non-credit courses covering
100. 200 & 300 levels.
Trail nding, contesting and more
Contact us at 419-655-2253 or
www sandersonstables com
mfo@sandersonstables com

Need Subleaser ASAP
for The Enclave
Call Megan 440-781-4263
Subleaser for Spring Semester '07.
Close lo campus. $200 mo.
Conlacl Kyle 937 726-3380.
Subleaser needed lor Spring 2007.
$200 monlh. For more inlo call

630-544-1249.
Subleaser wanled for Spr. S or Smr.
semesters. 5 bdrm. house, across
from campus. $290 mo. Call 419303-8793.
Subleaser wanted lor Spring & or
Summer semester. 3 bdrm. house
$225 mo. & ulil Call 330-806-1886.

Help Wanted

''titf.yti/

Holiday

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

1

; Catering

*

Ms.

#

Construction Sales. Fortune 200
company seeking sales professional
Competitive compensation. Background m construction a plus. Paid
vacation, holidays 401K benefits &
more. Dec. grads welcome. Apply
by sending resume to Gale Industries. 25581 Fort Meigs Rd.. Suite A
Perrysburg OH 43551
Part time. $10«hr curing semester
break for student with interest in
counseling, social work, or environ
mental studies in PujuaTroy area.
Call Barb at 330-297-8741

First FULL Month Free'
' Resliictions Apply

:

\ 419 353 2277 \

Summer 2007 Income Opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business Net
$1200 per week May be used for internship credit 866-275-2782.
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers/hoslstiostesses
419-893-2290
465 W. Dussel Dr Maumee.
Located in Suffolk Square.

"Avail. Now Rms. low as $225 mo.
1 & 2 bdrm. Apts/House between
campus & OnTown low as $399 mo
cartyrentals com or 419-353-0325.

■A Within wMtlng
'

07 38 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts available.
For more into call 419-354-9740.

distance to campus

1 bdrm House. Mary St.. Haskins
OH. 10 mms Irom BG. $400 * utils.
$400 deposit Call: 419-308-1249.

tAJkJkJkJkJkJkJkAt
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans

Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabq.com
Have a few places
open NOW

•
•
•
•
•

1 subleaser needed for Spring
2007. Heinz Site. $262 per mo Call
740-361-1670 lor more information

N

a-

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 l=J*

{TatmzAfe {TlricffuU
GilU i-tufaum AuiLiblf JC www.cn rniikc.i-oni

*WHEPm
l«n 159 Cemer 01 m tat «t 224

HI STADIUM SUT1NG~

Evergreen Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 1S minute walk to campus!

ECX:A
Hi'in/Mtr Apt-.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.maeccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

rerlv ream ■»llabta lar MrtMav
parties er small ereaae
all ler HilerMallee

vance Ticket Sales

Advance Tickets Available For
Charlolle's Web and
Night A1 The Museum
APOCALTPTOim
700915
THE HOLIDAY (PG-131
7 009:50
UNACCOMPANIED MINORSiPG) 7309:40
NATIONAL LAMPOON'S VAN WILDER THE
RISE OF TAJIK
7 15 9 35
THE NATIVITY STORY iPGi
730940
0EJA VU IPG-131
7109:30
DECK THE HALLSlPGI
7 009 30
CASINO R0YALE IPG-131
700950
HAPPY FEET |PG|
650920
STRANGER THAN FICTION IPG-1317 10 9 40
BORATim
7209 50
THE SANTA CLAUSE 3 THE ESCAPE ClAUSElGI
7309 30

2 bdrm apt on 4th Slreet
$490 a monlh + util. Avail. Jan. 07.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
2 bdrm. furnished apt. w gas fireplace Located next to water tower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239.
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Tilt to one side
Wound topper
Cul-de-_
Pisa's river
Lake near Utica
V.P. from Minn.
With 56A, make a tactless
remark
Physicians' org.
"Malcolm X" director
Pointed stake
& so on
Put on
Speech subtlety
Highest quality
Brian of "Family Ties"
Bets
Train units
Old card game
Polo destination
Byrnes or Hall
Makes one

s*

Gap in time
Become violent
Bit o* tomfoolery
Cozy corner
Like peekaboo shoes
Remove from office by
Pass on (to)
Short life story
Orphan's new parent
Countries
Hurry up!
Lamenter's words
Chew the fat
Dated later
Brain, spinal cord. etc.
Actress Arthur
Naughty
Mine find
Minus money
Rolls of bills
On-the-double letters
Help
LPs, updated
Always, to Keats
Dryly humorous
Sweet potato
Beirut's country
Corbin of "LA. Law"

War casualties grp.
Corrida cries
Canal boats
Princess Di's maiden name
Lolita-ish
U.A.R. part
Ex-Spice Girl Halliwell
Bullpen stat
North Africa, mostly
Bestows a title upon
Miss, neighbor
See 17A
Tiriac of tennis
Slangy refusal
Mutt of Gartieid's |Okes
Shown the way
From the mountains of Peru
Nectar hunters

42
44
45
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50
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57

Self-evident truth
FDR's Blue Eagle
Finger Lake
Wish granter
Duck past
Get back to even
Cigar remains
Boat canvas
Medicinal plant
Ninnyhammer
Offbeat

ANSWERS
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STRAIGHT YEARS

. PISniM€LLO'S
203 N. Main &!*»**»
352-5166
$5.75 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory
ask about our SPECIALS!
www.pisanellos.com
Accepting

££

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

2 bdrm house. 327 1/2 E Merry
$525 pr/mo • electric Off-Si. Parking Close lo Campus & Very Clean.
Avail, in August. 419-654-5716.

Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100.

Lrg 1 bdrm apt 234 12 S. College.
1 1 2 block from campus. $360 per
monlh. spring thru summer.Call 978273-2243.

2 br duplex. Private Parking &
Patio, Clean, Quiet, Close.
S540mo * util. 419-352-1104.
3 & 4 bedroom houses to rent
Close to campus & downtown
3 • 4 bdrm Ig house. Wooden deck
off back w' Ig front porch & Ig living
room. No pets. $1200 pr/mo. ♦ utils.
Otl-St. Parking. 327 E. Merry. Avail
in August. 419-654-5716.
3 bdrm house, A/C. 1'2 yr. lease
avail., Jan. thru May. 418 N Pros3 bdrm.. 1 bath, laundry room.
All appliances. New carpet.
422 N. Prospect 419-392-4969.
3 4 Bedroom House. $900 month
Avail. May 2007. 640 S. Summit St
Call 419-308-9905
Available August 15. 2007.
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E Reed. 3 bdrm. hse. $1000 mo
606 5th St. 3 bdrm. hse. $800 mo.
819 N Summit. 2 bdrm hse $400 mo
443 N Enterpnse. 3 bd apt. $550 mo
112 Ridge 1 & 2 bdrm apt. $350 mo
CALL 419-686-4651
4 BR. HOUSES
ON WOOSTER ST.
419-352-1104.

-FREE HEA1
.

Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk Portage, OH
Large 2&3bdtm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at $475/mo. ♦ Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

1 bdrm apt. prime location downtown BG. Quiet, secure, available
before Chrislmas. 419-352-1584.
ask tor Kirk.
1 bdrm house on 71h Si. Flex, lease
No ulil. Avail. Jan. 1st $420 month.
419-287-4337

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

""VII VjUAMI
AMH'MiNIS

HillsdaleApts.
1082 Fairview Ave.
1 & 2 bdtm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

1
5
11
14
15
16
17

oeci $850 - ulil 330-225-6461

." 419-;3527631

n

ACROSS

419-308-2456
"leasing NOW 07-08 S.Y Houses.
Apts, EH. Rms. Some, 1 sem leases
cartyrentals com or 419-353-0325

.1 1 Beeroora &

Management Inc.
Renting for
2007/2008
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Part-time childcaie needed in our
Perrysburg home, tor inlanf and toddler Tues.'Fn. 7:30-5:30. experience & references required Call
419-810-0019.

For Rent

HOUDAY SPECIAL

.» *

BABYSITTER needed lor 2 girls (4
yrs.. 6 mo's.) in our BG home spring
semesier. Tues. afternoons plus additional morning/afternoon hours
available. Baby care experience &
references required Contact Deborah at 419-352-3340 or dschocktg)
bgsu.edu
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CAMPUS POLLYEYES
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Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom
Lease for 07' - 08' School Year
Office Hours 9-2pm M-F
Senior/Graduate Housing
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

HOLIDAY SPECIAL'
1/2 Off Firsl Month's RentIvywood Aparlments
419-352-7691 EHO
'some restrictions app y
House avail immed. 3 bdrm.. 2 bathcentral air. washer'dryer hook-up.
fenced in yard. Call 419-494-9509.
House for rent 07-08 4 bdrm. 1 1/2
bath, big deck, a mile from campus.
More loi info, call 419-305 598,'

Male has 2 furn. rooms for rent, w/
Ireedom cl house $225 ea. $100
dep. 419-354-6117.
Need Subleaser for Jan 1st or be
fore. 1 block Irom campus. $287
per month Call 513 256-4247.
Nice, upstairs 2 bdrm unit, quiet
nbrhd. Avail Jan 07. $475/monlh.
no pets. 7 monlh lease avail. Call
419-353-0326 or 419 308-1191

Houses'Apts lor 07-08 school year
12 monlh leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 ■ 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
www.bgapartments.com
Quiet tenants preferred

Roommate needed ASAP. 1 bdrm.
$400. incl all utils. Clean, Close lo
Campus, W/D« dwr.419-565-2545.

Lg. 2 br. Furn Townhouse,
Spiral Stairs, Vaulted Ceilings,
Garage, DWash, AC 419-352-1104

SEVERAL HOUSES AVAILABLE
FALL 2007
Some zoned lor 5.
3 - 5 bedroom houses
Call for details
419-353 0326 or
419-308-1191

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
•Monthly/semester S yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
www.buckeyeinnandsludios.com
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt. looking for 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking tor Spr Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W/D. A/C. central heat, breaktast
bar, hi-spd. cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
Apts S Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterentals.com

Semester Leases Available
Call for details
BG Village 419-352-6335

Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in. this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352 0590
Subleaser Needed ASAP
University Courts. January, paid.
Call Devon 419 494 4916
Two-3 bdm. houses. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking, W/D, AC. One-3
bdrm. apt w. W/D. off-street parking
Close to BGSU One-2 bdrm. apt
off street pkg. Close to BGSU. All
avail. Aug 15. 2007. 419-352-4773.
419-265-1061 (cell).

We are honored to announce that Bishop Leonard Blair
of the Toledo Diocese will join us for the:

St. Thomas More University Parish
Annual Ballroom Mass
\ Second Sunday of Advent of Christ
+ December 10,2006
h Student Union Ballroom
+ Arrive at 7:30 pm
t Mass at 8:00 pm

SAW III mi
7 209:30
FUCKAlK)
/I5 9 20
THE PRESTIGE IPC-I3I
7:009:30
MAN OF THE YEAR |PG-I3|
7 00 9:20
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH IPG-131710 9 20
THE GUARDIAN {PC-Ill
700940
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All who wish to celebrate Jesus Christ are encouraged to attend.
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